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IntroductioA
'!'be Gal1ll!11laSU!r 7bolkit is a follow-up to the Star Wars Live-ktion Aduentures rules
book. A resource for you, the gamemaster, the 7bolkit is designed to make your life easier
when planning and nmnjog live-action roleplaying adventures (LARPs). If you are new to
Jive..aetion gamemastering, you')) nnd this book particularly useful.
The 7bolkit is divided into four major sections. The first section is a primer for planning
'aDd running games. It addresses the practical issues involved in adventure planning and
eI8Cl1tion, from soliciting interest to advice and tips on keeping the adventure itself run~oothJy. For players who prefer the diceless live-action experience, two alternate
methOds of resoLving skill checks are presented.
The second section of the book features Ord Mynock Freeport, a detailed spaceport settingfor your live-action adventures. Ord Mynock Freeport includes locations for encounters and has numerous gamemaster characters to provide atmosphere and information for
players.
ThetbiM section consists offour ready-to-run scenario modules for five to eight players.
You can use one scenario module for an evening's worth of entertainment, or combine two
or more modules for a full-sized live-action adventure for up to twenty-five players. All can
be used in conjunction with the Ord Mynock setting.
The last section provides you with new tools to enhance the live-action experience: new
item cards, support characters, equipment cbarts, blank character cards, and more. You
can photocopy these items and cut them out for use in your live-action adventures.
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Gam.maiste"Priffte"
brio the Fray
Asgamemaster, you are pi!lying the}'ole of,a one-man,«()r"one-~()1'Ilan)filmcompany.
Like,~scriptwriter; you need to develop a story or an idea for the, aaventure. ;JAke a ~stmg
'company, you need to choose people to play,the CharacterS in
adventure. .L~e a film
director, you have to,hand out the Characterparts, organize the locations and your staff (if
you have 0Ile), and keep the adventure running $IDoothly forlong hoursjn a cohesive fashion which is fair and entertaining. This is supposed to be fun" right?
"
It can be, if you are prepared. Ifyou aren't prepared ~ if players mustwaitlong periods
of time to talk to you, if some characters accomplish their goals eEn:ly ()rareJelt£rustrate<l
because your clues are too obtnse, ifyou are faced with balancing thirty-fiveiI).dividuals in
several different encounter locations over a six-hour-Iong period all alone -c- you are looking at a long game session.
Star Wars Live-Action Adventures provides the rules and mech!inics needed to rim aliveaction game. It explains how to design scenarios, create characters, how to plan goals for
characters,' and how to weave" their goals into scenarios. In this chapter we take the ,next
step and fit the pieces together - help you design solid adventures, plan ahead, and be
prepared. No movie company goes into production without logistical matters taken care of
- and neither should you.

the

Soliciting Interest
Since you can't have a game without players, the first thing you need to do in planning a
live-action event is assemble a pool of people interested in participating. Spread the word
any way you can. If you're lucky, your immediate circle of players will yield enough warm
bodies for a first outing. But if you are having trouble stirring up interest, you might need
to beat the bushes a bit.
Leave messages on club bulletin boards and advertise at conventions. If there is a local
gaming store, ask if you can post a sign or message advertising your game. If there is a
college or university nearby, see if you can leave flyers and posters. Some areas have regional gaming fanzines which will allow you to advertise events. Don't neglect the Internet,
local BBSs, and online services - if you have a modem, get online and stir up local interest.
You don't have to do all of this, of course, especially if you aren't ready for a large group.
Just keep going until you have the number of players you need.
As a general rule, include the following information in your initial message: that you are
looking for players for a live-action Star Wars game; what a LARP is (some people might
not know); a contact name and phone number (or e-mail address if the message is to be
uploaded), and a rough play date.
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A Sample AdvenfUre QuestloMolre

Character Selection Form
YoorName:

Phone Number.

Chose five character types that interest you, and rank them numerically In the order-a
preference (i.e., "I" is your first choice, "2" is your second, etc.). Character types wm
distributed according to player preference and availability.
Assassin

1---1 Brash Pilot
Bounty HUoNr

1---1 Corporate Sector Authority Agent
Crime Lord

1---1 Curious ~Iorer
1-_-1 Dorio; SIde Adept

...._--j

Doto Slicer

1---1 Diplomat
1---1

Drold

Elite BocIyguord
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lJulld the Adventu
Now that you ~ve a rough idea ofthe character
ture (based on your survey ofpotential players), it's tiIne to
The outline is a sYnopsis or overview mthe whole adVeD"'-""~
names or specifics yet. Just get down, into words, the W11uli1ll
adventure. This will help you get s handle on the adven
before getting into the thick of things.
Where: Where is the adventure taking place? A space~
Dreadnaught? A deserted outpost planet? Cloud City? A sail
an adventure setting.
Who: Who is involved? Again, do not get into specifiC cluiracter8'"as muc!JillQ
groups of characters. The Empire? An Imperial warlord? The Rebe
Pirates? The Corporate Sector Authority? A criminal organiza .
from Shadows ofthe Empire? Characters will ally themselves
should identitY them from the start. Later on, break down th
characters. The Rebel group might have three or four ~~
commander, a technical expert, a demolitions expert, ana Dll11~
Check this with yow: list of players and fill slots. You will Qli¥:Jd
are not assigned to characters, so you may have to ~!fl
them, or reconsider the direction your desigp. is ~
Why: Why are things happening here? ThiS
ture scenarios along. Wh~ are these grouP$
,.
• -sciv enture se mg.
Are they bid<!in..l fot a. fabUlous obje<:tp
ere 80JXIllll
~ Qf importance here? qr,ate they all here j~
!"Mos Eisley Spaceport 1&11 ~ 'lnve of
SC1JlI1,andVill8iiiy?By this step, the
tbemeofyourgsmeideashou1dbeiM amerge.
What: ~~ the conflicts w"hich will arise in the adventure? In this step, you refine
yourtheme ailifliilgin to ske~outthe conflicts in your adventure - and by analyzing the
conflicts, you can begin to develop goals and motivations for characters. You don't need to go
into a lot of detail at this point. Your thumbnail notes might consist ofjust a few phrases
which capture a situation or scene: a stand-off in a deserted crime lord's palace, a battle
between two hard-bitten foes, a brother and sister from opposing groups reunited, or the
struggle to regain control of a huge vessel before it slams into an asteroid.

*

How: How are the conflicts in this adventure going to be resolved? Every adventure
needs an ending. Plan for the resolution of conflicts - you do not want all the characters
fighting to the death. Provide a means of escape or a certain event which allows the characters to vanish into the shadows_

Danger on Cloud CHy
Here is an adventure outline example which applies the WherelWholWhylWhat/How
principles described above. Reviewing it might help you get a better idea of what goes into
the outline process.
Where: Let's set our sample adventure on Cloud City. The setting is a good choice because there are definite locations for encounters, the most casual Star Wars fan will be
familiar with it, and there's plenty of sourcebook material on the subject available in Galaxy Guide 2: Yauin and Bespin. Setting a time period is important here; let's set the adventure a few days after Lando Calrissian announces the evacuation.
For the sake of this example, let's not worry too much about what officially happened at
this time. Just as the designers at LucasArts strayed a bit from established continuity to
produce exciting and playablE! computer games, feel free in your own games to tweak events
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for dramatic effect. Not everyone has the time or inclination to keep up with the huge
amount ofinfonnation being produced about Star Wars these days, after all. Do try to avoid
wanton and obvious contradictions with the movies themselves - some players find that
distracting, to say the least.
Who: Who's involved in our Cloud City adventure? Up to this point, the Empire hasn't
taken much interest in Cloud City, but after Vader's visit, this has probably changed - we
can expect an Imperial garrison force to be running around by now. There is plenty of
corporate intrigue here as well, because tibanna gas is mined on Cloud City (tibanna gas
has secret properties ofinterest to weapons manufacturers). The Rebellion also might have
a stake on Cloud City, especially if the Empire took a bigger interest there.
Why: Why is Cloud City suddenly the focus of attention by the Empire? Let's suppose
that, after Lando Calrissian leaves, a powerful Imperial governor arrives to claim the post
of Baron-Administrator of Cloud City. Now the Imperials are on Cloud City in force, and
the locals don't want them there.
What: What happens on Cloud City?
The "what" often provides the driving
force for a scenario. Suppose that, after Lando leaves, the city's central computer suddenly shuts down. It still
functions, but the core of the system is
locked tight. What ifthere are rumors
about what might be hidden in the
computer core -like a fortune in credits hoarded away by Lando or the secret of tibanna gas? A scenario might
revolve around attempts to get the
computer core back on line. The only
way is to insert four access keys into
the system - four keys which Lando
gave to Lobot. But with Lobot missing,
so are the keys. Find the keys and unlock the secret. Easy, right? Not if some
ofthe keys are fake, or if the four keys
must be inserted in sequence, or other
possibilities. Plus, what if the governor invited several outside conglomerates to send their best troubleshooters
to reactivate the core? That might create unrest among the locals, criminals
who make their business there, and
Cloud City companies who want no
further interference.
How: How does this adventure end?
When Lobot re-appears. Maybe someone finds him, deactivated in a closet
by some power-monger trying to overstep his authority. Lobot's orders from
Lando are to protect the citizens, safe10.
guard the secret of tibanna gas, and
keep the Empire off Cloud City. Be-
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cause Lobot is a gamemaster character, we can decide how to best accomplish these goals at
the sixth and final hour of the game. Many characters are gnnning for the Imperial governor, but we don't want to kill this poor character, just give him the scare of his career. So
let's have things go sour for the governor, then give him or her the chance to escape like any
good villain. Once the governor's gone, the game ends.

Writing the Adventure
Once you have your outline roughed out, you can move on to writing the adventure itself.
Adventure design is covered in Star Wars: Live Action Adventures (see Chapter Five). The
adventure scenarios and characters are the heart of the live-action adventure, ao tQis ia
where you should spend most ofyour time.
Referring to your outline, design scenarios which will compliment and advance the action. The number of scenarios you design for your adventure depends on the number of
characters which will be involved in the game. Your mileage may vary, but a typical scenario should accommodate at most ten characters. If you add more than that, you riak
generating bottlenecks at various locations and points in your adventure.
Keep in mind that every character must having aomething meaningful to accomplish in
the adventure. In developing the adventure, match the character types your players want
to use up with appropriate scenarios and goals (you can use The Adventure Scenario and
Character Goal Design Sheet from Star Wars Live-Action Adventures).
The main thing to remember ia play balance. For each character who has a goal which
calls for a particular outcome from a scenario, there should be a character who has a conflicting or completing goal. You may need to tweak the adventure conflicts to suit the characters a bit, or tweak the characters to suit the needs of the adventure.
In the "Danger on Cloud City" example, everybody wants to get the city's central computer core on line so they can access whatever is hidden inside - the faction that controls
the central computer controls Cloud City. The Imperial governor needs the central computer back because the local population is against him and he needs the computer to regain
control over the city and its wildly fluctuating breakdowns. A crime lord wants to access the
core because there is a huge fortune hidden somewhere among those data cells. The corporate troubleshooters want in because the governor promised the tibanna gas mining contract to the first conglomerate which accesses the computer core. Everybody wants the
same thing: the computer core back on line - but they want it in their control. This is play
balance.
The twenty-five character ideas for the "Danger on Cloud City" adventure and their
character goals are on the following pages. Notice there are three different scenarios: one
for the central computer, a mysterious figure (Lobot lurking in the background), and a
phony miners strike which could result in tragedy.

Putting Players in Charge
Once you have the character and character types in mind, you need to generate the
characters. As you can see from our example (which features twenty-five characters), this
can turn into a lot of work. lfyou have a large number of players, you can save a few steps
by giving them the opportunity to choose the attribute and skills they think their characters should have. Even in small groups, this is a good way to give the players some input
into the adventure.
Create and give a character creation worksheet to each player. This sheet should include
a brief overview of the adventure, the rules for creating a character, the skills list, the
generation point total for characters, and the worksheet itself. Have the players fill out the
worksheet and return it to you by a certain date.
With the grunt work of assigning stats to the characters out of the way, you can concen-
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"Danger on Cloud City" Character - Character Type
Scenario and Goals

Characters, Scenarios and Goals

1. Wonn lonstrike - Crime Lord
Central computer - wants Lando's fortune, which is hidden in central computer.
2. Henris Octavia" -Imperial Governor
Central computer - wants computer back on iine to resolve local disturbances and reveal secrets of
Cloud City

3. Restria Venteger - Cloud City Exe. (Octavian's chief aide)
Central computer / miners strike - wants computer back on iine to protect tibanna gas secrets. Secretly working with Brakka, a tribai guild leader of Ugnaughts.
4. Grimorgi Flayre - Wing Guard Marshal (Head of Cloud City Security)
Mysterious figure - A mysterious figure is helping him solve crimes: find out who and why.
5. Mann Do'Kor'chok - Cobalt Conglomerate Vicepre.
Centrai computer - Win tibanna gas contract for Cobalt Conglomerate.
6. Quen Duo - Cyborg Data Slicer (Cobalt)
Central computer - Obey his boss; fiuctuations in programming could make him a murderer.
7. Zenia Farlight - Corporate Security Specialist
Mysterious figure - Find out who the mysterious figure is and put an end to crime lord on Cloud City.
8. Wyrn Otro - Galentro Heavy Works Representative
Central computer - Win tibanna gas contract for GHW.
9. Bevos Zorr - Data Slicer (Galentro)
Central computer - Help his boss win tibanna gas contract.

10. Chief Pentro - Galentro Rangers Security
Mysterious figure - The Mysterious Figure knows the truth about him and miners' strike in another
system
11. Xavier Gateway - Soaring Star Specialized CEO
Mysterious figure / miners strike - The Mysterious Figure alerted him to possible danger from a miners strike which threatens Cloud City.
12. Gee-Gee Bee Four - Protocol Droid (conversion)
Mysterious figure / miners strike - Help his master resoive the identity of the mysterious figure.
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1:3. Dango !'loIter· Troubleshooter (Soaring Star)
Mysterious figure / miners strike - Protect his boss from possible threat.
14. Loneshot· 60dyguard (for Wonn lonstrike)
Central computer - Protect boss.
15. K'cri Elban • Casino Owner and Criminal Mastermind
Miners strike' Plans on blowing up mining operations during strike to get rid of opposition and make
mining operations his own. Will pin blame for explosion on Chief Pentro.
16. Glongfurrp' Gamorrean 60dyguard (for Elban)
All scenarios - Protect boss and plant explosives In tibanna mining complex of Cloud City.
17. Toln Ne Yerres· Data Thief
Central computer' Has a hint about the key 58quence needed to restore central computer and bring
it back on line.
18. 6raka • Ugnaught Guild Leader (Forger)
Miners strike' Working with Restria Venteger to threaten a tibanna gas miners strike and make the
governor look bad.
19. Elea Poista • Exex for 6espin Motors (Rebel Cell Leader)
All scenarios - Concerned with Imperial presence on Cloud City. protecting Lando's secrets in central
computer, and a !>omb threat.

20. Tristos Arctura • Smuggler Captain
All scenarios - Works for Elea Poista. has worked with tibanna gas smugglers.
21. Odea Aurora· Street Kid
All scenarios - Works with Arctura. has knowledge of Cloud City duct system.
22. Dee Fourpio· Protocol Droid (Elea Poista's)
All scenarios' Works for Elea Poista. Eventually recognizes mysterious figure is actually Lobot.

2:3. Captain Selgo - Imperial Officer
All scenarios - Must protect the govemor.
24. Commerce Advisor Rue Imperial6ureaucrat
All scenarios - Has heard rumors of miners strike. believes there's more to tibanna gas than anyone
knows.
w

25. Kre Nol·Shod • Octavian's 60dyguard
All scenarios - A fast-draw killer who is always by the governor's side.
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Here are char:
payer's worksheet before wri .credits and equipera. The skill r acter creation instructi
ting up a character
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from Star Wars Liue-Action~ pass on to your play-nauentures.

•

Character Creation Instructions for
Stor Wor.s Live-Action Adventures

•

1. All player characters in Star Wars Live-Action Adventures are based on a

generation point total. Generation points are used to set attribute and skill scores for
your character. The generation point total for player characters in this adventure is 18 for
attributes and 14 for skills.
2. What are attributes? Attributes are innate abilities all characters possess and there
are six of them: Dexterity, Knowledge, Mechanical, Perception, Strength, and Technical. You
have 18 points to set scores for the six attributes. No attribute may have a score less than 1
or greater than 4 (this rule may vary in the case of alien or droid characters - contact me
ifyou want to playa non-human). Write the score number next to the attribute name on the
worksheet.
3. What are skills? Skills consist of training, knowledge or abilities associated under
certain attributes. They are written down in the spaces provided on the worksheet underneath each attribute. You may choose any skill from the provided list (although some advanced skills, like medicine, require you have a first aid score of at least 5 first.) An asterisk
by a skill (*) indicates this is a suggested skill your character should have.
4. You have 14 points for skills. Th get a skill, add skill points to the attribute score the
skill is based on. So if your character has a Perception of 2 and you add 2 generation points
to have the sneak skill, your character has a sneak skill of 4. You may not improve a single
skill by more than 3 points higher than its base attribute.
5. What if my character does not have a certain skill? Characters can try almost
anything in Star Wars Live-Action Adventures, even skills they don't know. If your character is trying something and does not have the appropriate skill, use the attribute the skill is
based on. So if your character is trying to slip past some guards and your card doesn't show
the sneak skill, you use your character's Perception attribute score instead. It's that simple.
6. What are skill specializations? You are permitted to take one of the 14 generation
points for skills and break it into three specialization points. Specializations are very specific areas of knowledge or training for a certain skill. For example, you can specialize your
character in different blaster weapons, like heavy blaster pistols. Th specialize a character
in heavy blaster pistol, write the specialization underneath the blaster skill and add specialization points to the skill score. Suppose your character has a blaster score of 4. When
you add 2 specialization points, your character now has a heavy blaster pistol score of 6.
Whenever the character uses a heavy blaster pistol, you get to use the heavy blaster pistol
specialization of6; using all other blasters defaults to the blaster score of 4. Suggestions for
specializations are included on the skill list. If you want your character to have a certain
specialization which is not listed, contact me. No specialization may be improved by more
than two points.
7. When you have finished completing the worksheet, return it as soon as possible.
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Player Character Creafion Worksheet
Player Name:
Character Name:
Attribute Generation Points:
Skill Generation Points:
Dexter! :

Knowled e:

Mechanical:

Perce tlon:

Stren

Technical:

h:

Notes:

Putting Together Character Pockets
After you receive and review completed worksheets from players, assemble each character packet. The packet contains all the information the player needs to participate in the
adventure. This includes the completed character card, character background and goals on
a separate sheet, item cards, Character Point slips and Force or Dark Side Point slips.
Include a photocopy of the Player's Reference Sheet from Star Wars Live-Action Adventures in the packet. This reference sheet contains important reminders on running a combat and other game mechanics. A brief introduction of the adventure might also prove helpful. You might also want to include a paper clip so players can keep their materials together. If you are feeling especially generous, include a six-sided die (available in most
hobby stores or where you may have purchased this supplement) as a free gift for participating.
Place the materials for each character packet inside a mailing envelope (available from
most stationary or general convenience stores) and write the character name or character
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Adventures rnIes'handy.
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When it's time to run the adventure, gather your players and hand out the character
packets - but do not allow players to open them until you are ready to get started. When
you hand over the character packet, check any props or physical pieces of equipment the
player is carrying for safety violations. When you are ready to start, follow these suggested
steps to get your adventure running smoothly:

Pre-game Orientation
1. Introduction: Introduce yourself and make sure you are wearing an identification
badge which clearly designates yourself as the gamemaster. If there are any assistant
gamemasters helping you, this is the time to introduce them as well. Don't forget to thank
everyone for coming out and participating. Tell the players that you will cover many of the
points they might have questions about, and that they can ask additional questions after
the orientation is over.

2. Packets: Distribute the packets to the players. Tell them to open the packets and to
keep the contents secret from the other players. Go through a checklist to make sure they
have everything they need to play: an introduction to the game, a character card, a charac,
ter background and goals sheet, a player reference sheet, item cards, Character Points,
Force or Dark Side Points, and so on.
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and what happens to characters when they exceed the number of wounds on their character cards. Cover the points described in the Player Reference Sheet so players can run their
own combatS.
7. QuestiODS andAoswel'8l You do not want to overwhelm the players with information, so let the players read their packets now. Have them come to you on an individual
basis if there are. any important questions about missing items, and how combat or other
rules works. After the discussion, break for fifteen to twenty minutes so players can get
costumes and props ready. Wish your players good luck and "May the Force be with youl·
Get the adventure rolling by playing the "Main Title Theme· to Star Wars on a portable CD
or cassette music player.

Ending Your Adventure
The end of the adventure and final wrap-up is almost as important as starting your
adventure. Before the adventure actually ends, you should warn players vocally that the
adventure officially ends at a certain prescribed time. This should entice players to complete remaiDing goals or put into motion any complex plans they might be concocting.
Ideally, the adventure's climax will be resolved the way you planned it. This won't always happen, ofcourse. If the main villain destined to playa key role in the climax is slain
in the first hour, you may have to come up with something on the fly.
One possible way to end an adventure which has gone a bit off the tracks is to announce
the arrival of Imperial or Rebel reinforcements. By abruptly tipping the balance of power
one way or the other, you force a faction to flee, thus ending the adventure in a plausible
manner. And escaping from capture or heading for safety with a thrilling jump into hyperspace is always a good way to end any rousing adventure.
When the adventure ends, gather the players together for a post-game meeting. Use this
time to describe particularly heroic SCenes or actions, as well as award players with small
certificates for exceptional roleplaying or costuming. Close down the adventure by generally cleaning up the area, depositing all trash in the proper receptacles, reclaiming any
props or equipment which are yours, and finding the closest available couch to lie down on.
Congratulations! You did it!
All you have to do now is get ready to run the next game.

Gamemaster Tips and Tricks
After running a few small adventures tailored for your close group of friends, you may
feel ready to run something larger. The advantages of the Star Wars Live-Action Adventure
rules are that adventures are more dependent on character interaction and less so on constant gamemaster intervention. However, as the number of players increases, so do the
logistics required to manage the game. The greater the number of participants, the more
scenarios and character goals are required and, in turn, the more the gamemaster is needed
to assist players with background or plot information, gamemaster-run events, and referee
actions and large combats.
During larger adventures, gamemasters often find themselves bombarded with questions. "Can my character do this?," "What do I know about this other character?," "Can I
sneak past the guards?," "What information can my contacts provide about...• and so on.
Between juggling actions in other encounter locations, a combat down the hallway, and
some player character wishing to tap into an Imperial network, the gamemaster sometimes finds little time to think, let alone breathe!

Using a Comlink System
Th help reduce the constant barrage of questions from players during an adventure, you
can establish a "comlink system" between the players and gamemaster. Find a cardboard
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decisions and judgments,'s'liould always l'emain with you. Ifplayers have questions'relating to the adventure scenarios or characters, assistailt gamemasters.should refer them to
the comlink system and let you answer their questions.
As you conduct the adventure, check with your assistailt gamemasters from time to
time. It's a good idea to give them pen and paper so they can note down what some of the
characters did during their "watch.» From these notes, you can get an overview of the adventure and keep up with the players.
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Using TImed or Random Events
An event is a situation or occurrence instituted by the gamemaster which adds to the
randomness and the chaos of live-action adventures. Usually, it is something beyond the
players' control and can even have an effect on the adventure's outcome.
There are two types of events, timed and random. Timed events are planned and will
occur at a certain point during the adventure, either at a particular time, or when a certain
action is taken. Random events are those which occur independent of character action or
time. A random event might occur once every hour or once at some point during the adventure.
Events should not be used as doomsday devices; that is, they should not be used to kill
player characters or tip the balance of power too far in one direction. Be very careful, for
instance, in bringing in Darth Vader or Luke Skywalker - even as gamemaster characters, these powerful people will quickly tip the balance of power too far to one faction.
Above all, avoid MUS ex machina events which unfairly help certain factions to accomplish their goals in a manner other players cannot prevent. Having the Empire arrive en
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en ten thousana Credits worth ofjewe4'Y
. The stolen iteins have.been hidden
somewhere~~a~venture setting (the goods ~ hidden with a hide
score of3Dts};Jfthe Itsms are found by a se8rching character,
the gamemaster should create~an item card for the stolen goods
and give it/to the character who found it.

Break in. Bom

and other valuati

Breakdown. A random character's ship or vehiele breakS down.
The vessel ill moderately damaged and takes 1D6 hours to repair. If
no character owns a ship, then the breakdown serioUsIy ~
all starshipor vehicle facilities in the adventure. Ships or vehicles
will be unable to arrive or debark-until the ~ of tile adventure. A
fun variant of the breakdown ill sabotage.
Piekpocket. A random eharaeter haS been pickpockete<L The
gamemaster asks the lueky player for all item cards in tlie character's
possession and removes one at random. Tliat item is considered lost
(the gamemastsr can have it turn up at another location later).
Large items -like blaster rifles, E-web canDons,.~ and so
on - cannot be pickpocketed. If the characteria noI!e8:iTying any item
cards, then the character loses all Credits in his possession,...- - -

Random .search. Two to four Imperial stormtroopers (or appropriate
security personnel) approach a character ofthe gamemaster's choosing
(except Imperial officials, Dark Side adepts, or Imperial military
personnel) to cheek for papers as well as illegal contraband. If the
character is trying to hide items from the search, he must make a
hide roll. That result is compared to the stormtrooper's search
(search skill of 4 plus ID6). If the stormtrooper's result is higher,
the hidden item are found. The character must suffer the consequences
of any items considered restricted or forbidden by the Empire. (See the
expanded Equipment List on page 90 to determine which items are
forbidden or restricted.) The character can also opt to fight
the stormtroopers or security personnel.
5

Creature attack. A dangerous predator has broken free and is
roaming loose. The creature suddenly appears and attacks those in a
random encounter location with surprising ferocity, then mysteriously
vanishes again. Creature stats: All stats are 1 except: Dexterity 4, melee
combat: fangs 5, melee combat: claws 6, melee parry 5, Perception 3,
sneak 6, Strength 6, brawling 7. Five wounds.

6

Explosion! A combination offailing power couplings and faulty
systems inflicts a terrible explosion at a randomly chosen game
location area. All characters in the location must resist damage
equal to a concussion grenade (Damage Rating 6). Dodging or
running from the explosion is not possible.
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Outcome Cards
Outcome Cards work just like die rolls. Photocopy the supplied sheet of Outcome Cards
(page 22) o'\!' heavier card stock so they will not tear easily and cut them into individual
cards to form a deck. Each player should carry a set of cards during the adventure.
The Outcome Cards consist of cards numbered from one through six and three different
"wild" cards: Critical Success, Critical Failure, and the Force Card (the Force Card is optional).
At any time 11 die roll is called for in the regular rules - whenusing a skill, an attribute,
a Force Skill, determining damage from an attack, resisting damage, and so on - the
player instead selects one card at random from the deck of an opposing player or the
gamemaster. (When offering cards to another player, hold the cards out evenly and face
down.)
The selected card is displayed. According to card type, one of the following possibilities
occurs:

Number Card: add the number to the appropriate sldll score, attribute score or weapon
damage rating. This is the character's result for that attempt. The card is returned and the
deck is shuffled. When using Outcome Cards, the number cards of"!" and "6" are always
treated as number results, not as Critical Failures or Critical Successes. There are specialized Critical Success and Critical Failure cards in the Outcome Card deck.
Example: A smuggler is using his blaster pistol on an Imperial officer. The smuggler pickS a card numbered "4" from the Imperial officer's deck. This 4 is added to the
smuggler's blaster score for the final skill result.
Critical Success Card: This card is treated as if a "6" had been rolled on the die. The
card is put back in the deck and shuffled. The player may now choose again from the deck,
this time adding "6" to any number card drawn. Each time a Critical Success is picked, the
player adds another 6 and draws again.
Example: A smuggler is using his blasteqlistolOn an Imperial officer. The smuggler draws the Critical Success Card from the Imperial officer's deck. The card is
returned, the deck is shuffled again, and another card is drawn. A card numbered "4"
is now picked from the Imperial officer's deck. Tliis 4 is added to 6 for a result of 10,
which is then added to the smuggler's blaster score for the final skill result. If the
Critical Failure card is picked after drawing a Critical Success, treat the card as a "1."
Critical Failure Card: This card is treated the same as if a "1" had been rolled on the
die. The skill attempt, attribute or damage result automatically defaults to the basic score.
If this card is picked after drawing a Critical Success Card, treat the card as a "1." The
effects of the Critical Failure Card can be negated by using a Character Point.
Example: A smuggler is using his blaster pistol on an Imperial officer. The smuggler draws the Critical Failure Card. Only the smuggler's blaster score can be used for
the final skill result.
Force Card: The Force Card is an optional twist we added to the game to j;ake advantage of the Outcome Card system. You can use it or leave it out (you can also add other
optional cards ofyour own design to the deckS - perhaps cards customized to each character type).
If a character uses Force Points and draws the Force Card, he may opt to either give
himself a Critical Success or his opponent a Critical Failure for this round. If the player
draws a Force Card for any other reason, it is treated as a "1."
Example: A smuggler who has a Force Point is firing his blaster pistol at an
Imperial officer. The smuggler opts to use the Force Point to increase his score. He
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draws the Force Caril.Trom the Imperial officer's deck. He then has the option of giving himself an immediate Critical Success and drawing again (ad!Jing 6 to the result
of the new card) or giving the Imperial officer a Critical Failure for this round. If a
character is given a Critical Failure, any action taken this round remains at its base
score. The only way to negate the Critical Failure is by expending a Character Point.
No character may be given a Critical Failure if he has already takel}' his action for a
round.

Playing Cards as Outcome Cards
Using Character Points with
Outcome Cards entitles the
You don't necessarily have to make your own cards to use the Outcome
player to draw from the deck
Card system - you can also use regular playing cards. Begin with a
again. This time, the various
standard 52 card deck. Remove cards 6 through ten in all suits (except
wild cards (Critical Success,
the sevens), as well as the Jokers. Divide each deck among four players
Critical aHure, and Force
according to suit. Consider Aces and Kings as Critical Successes, Queens
Cards) do not have their normal
and Jacks as Critical Failures, and sevens as Force Cards. Treat all reeffect. Treat the Critical Success
maining cards as number cards.
Card as a "6," and the Critical
Use the cards as described above. Again, you can assign special roles
Failure Card and the Force
to the Jokers or other removed cards if you like.
Card as a "1." As usual, players
should declare the use of Character Points before drawing from the deck.
Remember that using Force Points and Dark Side Points does not affect the Outcome
Card system. They boost the character's attribute and J>killscores, not the_value of drawn
Outcome Cards.
lfthe gamemaster needs to generate an effect (for instance, from a Random Event Table),
she should draw a number card from a player's deck, ignoring wild cards like Force Cards.
Odds and Evens
Odds and Evens is a skill resolution system which, like "rock, paper, scissors," does not
require dice, cards, or other props. It is quicker and more fluid than the other systems, and
also a bit more cut-throat. Though it does have a flaw you must consider before using, you
may decide its simplicity more than compensates for its drawbacks (and the flaw in the
system can be largely overcome by using an optional rule or the Special Ability Cards described in the next section).
Odds and Evens works a bit like "rock, paper, scissors." Two people square off. One person declares whether the result will be odd or even. Both count "1, 2, 3, shoot," and display
one to three fingers simultaneously upon saying "shoot." Add up the number of displayed
fingers (from both contestants) for a contest total. The resulting value will be either odd or
even. If the result matches the caller's choice (e.g., he called even and the result is even), he
wins. If not, he loses.
That is the -basic mechanic of the Odds and Evens system. There are two slightly different methods of conducting the check, depending on whether the "roll" is for an opposed or
situation check.
Opposed check: Between two players, an aggressor and defender. The aggressor calls
odds or evens. The winner adds the contest total to his skill or attribute. The loser adds half
of the contest total to his skill or attribute (rounded down). Damage is also computed using
this subsystem.
Situational check: Between the gamemaster and a player. The player calls odds or
evens. If the player wins, he adds the contest total to his skill or attribute. If he loses, he
adds half of that value (again, rounded down). The gamemaster receives no points in a
situational check.
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Example: A smuggler (lIkzsMr,3}is shooting at a bounty hunter, who leaps out of
the way (t1odge 4). The two p~yers squareofffor a skill check. Because the smuggler
.is the aggressor, he makes the odds or evens <Sail..He ciills eyen. The players count off, .
and display their Rands. TIle smuggler is displaying three fingers, and the bounty
hunter is displaying one finger. Because the contest total of 4 is even, the smuggler
wins, He adds 4 to his blaster skill for a result of7, The bounty hunter adds half of the
result to his dodge skill for a result of 6. He fails his dodge, but just barely, He can
chose to spend a Character Point to boost his result three points to 9 if he likes, in
which case he will succeed (unless the smuggler also spends a Character Point).
Example: A Rebel spy is trying to pick an electronic lock (security 6). The gamemaster determines that the difficulty level of this lock is 10, The player calls odd, and
the two count off. The gamemaster displays two fingers, and the player displays three.
The player wins, and adds 5 to his security value for a total of 11. This is enough to tip
the balance, and he succeeds.
Optional Refinement 1: There is an additional rule you can add to the Odds and Evens
system to greatly rectifY the situational check problem, but since it adds another step, you
might be better off doing without it if you are after a super-quick and simple system, Still,
here it is in case you want to try it out.
In a situational check, the gamemaster and player face off as usuaL If the player wins,
he adds the contest total to his attribute or skill as described above, Ifhe loses, however, he
gains 6 minus the contest totaL In other words, ifhe calls odds, and the contest total is 5, he
gains only one point (6-5;1), even though he won! If he had stuck out only one finger instead of, say, three, he would have gotten a bonus of 3 instead.
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Obviously, this rule encourages both contestants to vary their finger counts, since no one
can be sure whether a high result will favor him or her. But again, this extra layer of
complaity may be too much for such a quick and dirty system. Ifyou feel the system needs
it to work and your players are still unhappy, you might be better offusing one ofthe other
systems.

Optional Refinement 2: 'Ibss out damage checks and replace them with a simple system: the first time you're hit, you deduct 1 from all attributes and skills for 10 minutes. If
you're hit a second time in 10 minutes, you are unconscious for five minutes - other char·
acters may search you, tie you up, carry you off, and so on (all abstractly, of course). In
terms of interacting with other characters, you are Out of Game while unconscious. If you
are hit a third time in 10 minutes, you are dead. Each time you are hit, reset the 10 minute
clock, and continue to deduct 1 from skill checks.
Once you have gone a full 10 minutes without being hit, you are full healed. A medpac or
bacts tank will also bring you up to full speed.

Special Ability Cards
Because there is no Critical Failure or Critical Success with the Odds and Evens system,
Special Ability Cards may be created by the gamemaster which allow modifiers to outcomes. These cards are usually played once and then surrendered to the gamemaster. Special Ability cards may also be used to augment the D6 and Outcome Card systems with a
little tinkering.
We've provided a sample set of Special Ability cards you can use in your games - these
may be photocopied and cut up for distribution to players before an adventure (you may
also develop your own). To keep the adventure balanced, it is strongly recommended that
you give only one or two Special Ability card to each participant.

-

SPECIAL ABILITY

-

SPECIAL ABILITY

SPECIAL ABILITY

Permission is hereby granted to photocopy this page for personal use only.
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"Where 80 much can happen with so very r
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This section is devoted to Ord MynockFreeport,"a .;yp.i~h~J!9i::tse
~m
your Star WarsLive-Action Adventures. This overview de8Cifibilij tIie~ loeations for
encounters, and certain personalities who make Ord MynockFreepoJ,"t their home. You can
use this setting immediately with: the scenario moduleg degcrjbed later on in the 'Ibolkit, or
design your own adventures to take place here.
'lb gave some space, the Gafuemaster characters are presented in a capgule fonilat, which
players ofthe roleplaying game will real:lily'recognize.You can ~asily trangfer the gtats and
background iriformation to character card for use in an event.

a

Welcome fo Ord Mynock
The "Ord" designation is a term whicli dates back to the time of the Old Republic when
remote colonies of settlers gathered in protective regions. The "ord" or "fort" was typically
the first major settlement built in an unsettled area of space. A fortified city gtate, the ord
served as a haven and shield against hostile forces such as pirate bands and marauding
aliens. 'lbday, ofcourse, most regions once protected by an ord world have long since become
fully settled and civilized.
Ord Mynock is one such ancient Republic-era colony world, a place which showed little
mercy to its first settlers. It is also the exception to the rule - though successful as a
trading post in its early days, shifting trade routes soon bypassed it, and this area of space
has languished in relative obscurity ever since.
Ord Mynock is something of a paradox: beautiful at first glance, deadly upon closer inspection. The world is covered by jungle forests, murky swamps and huge mountain ranges.
Much of the local flora and fauna is aggressive and hostile. In fact, the world's major "accidental" export is the infamous creature which bears the planet's name: mynocks - large,
winged parasites which attach themselves to power cables and hull panels of starships.
They have been a plague for starship owners and pilots ever since.
Today, its bustling spaceport serves as a waystation for those passing through to somewhere else, and a number of businesses have set up shop in Ord Mynock. Among them is
ComNet Corporation. During the days of the Old Republic, Ord Mynock served as a communications outpost and relay station, a function which continues to this day under the
privately-owned ComNet. Because of its location, ComNet has a virtual monopoly on communications among systems within the sector.
Miners and xenobiologists occasionally foray into Mynock's dangerous jungles, hoping to
strike it rich either in rare minerals or a new form of life which might have useful properties. Ord Mynock is a world full of opportunities, at least for the desperate, enticing many
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to try their luck there.
For those who are interested, here are the roleplaying game stats for Ord Mynock.

Ord Mynock
Type: Terrestrial

Temperature: Temperate and humid
Atmosphere: Type I (breathable)
Hydrosphere: Moderate to plentiful
Gravity: Standard
Terrain: Jungle, swamps, mountains

Length of Day: 22 standard hours
Length of Year: 402 local days
Sapient Species: Mix ofbumans and aliens
Starporls: One standard class
Populatio'" 195,000
Planet Function: ComNet headquarters, mining, pharmaceuticals
Government: Corrupt local administration
Tech Level: Space

Major Exports: Communications, various ores, medicines, foodstuffs, mynocks
Major Imports: High tech

Ord Mynock Freeport
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"The Galaxy is Listening'"

The Freeport facility is the only spaceport on the
planet of Mynock. Once part of the original protective fort, it is a b\lStling, vibrant urban center, with
walkways and qther structures built on raised platforms above the humus. No one bothers trying to
build directly on the soil any more, since any attempt
to dig a foundation only strikes mud. As proof, the
walls of the ancient fort are slowly sinking at a rate
of a half-centimeter every year, and will eventually
collapse into the mire - if the strangle vines don't
penetrate and crush them first. Caissons, huge, hollow columns filled with pressured air, keep the plat-forms and upper levels steady and upright and the
whole complex from sinking into the mud.

A Brief Summary of Ord Mynock History
Ord Mynock was initially settled by a military
co=unications unit during the time of the Old Republic. Their mission was to quickly set up
a co=unications relay on the only habit. Trader Vox Says...
able world of the Mynockra system and so
link co=unications throughout the sector.
Don't be fooled by all this co=ercial "come out and
This first attempt was mired in disaster,
visit us!" tripe. Ord Mynock can be a trader's paradise,
since the soldiers had no warning about
but if you're not careful, it will eat you alive. And I'm not
what to expect on Mynock. The jungle was
just talking about the wildlife, either.
filled with dangerous predators who stalked
The Freeport bureaucracy is stagnant and corrupt the patrols by day and hunted by night. The
don't expect results if you get tangled up in their bufirst attempt to set up a fort failed when
reaucratic web. ComNet isn't something to be trifled with
the mud swallowed up several heavy defeneither. Just stick close to Vox, keep your wits ready and
sive
cannons and a perimeter sensor.
your blaster handy.
Finally, the communications relay was set

Come Visit Our Modern Ord Mynock
Communications Facility

Ord Mynock Freeport

up on higher ground and an adequate defense was asse led against the planet's jun.gle;;
dwellers. The outpost was operational only twelve day whim pirates, worried about t~
sudden appearance of ~ublie"forces in the area, strafed the base and killed hundreds.
But the men and women who had come to Ord Mynoek were not easily swayed by dangerous
hIDg vines, hover-vehiele-eating plants, or determined pirdtes. The communicationS relay had'to go up and stay up.
Landing pits for ubfighte~ and defenSIve pic1l:ete were cleared
the jungle using
picks, shovels and blaster Jire:;With suitable defen$lve fighter fo~s installed at the Ord,
the pirates did not re\uin. To ~pe the jungle and the mud, Republic engineers raised the
landing bays-an other prominent base structures on columns ofpressured air, creating.the
first level ofthe historic Freeport..
Once Ord Mynock was estahIished, other enterprising colonists and commercial ventures came to seek out its riches. They found a world teeming with life and rich in resources. They did not heed the warnings ofthe fort commanders, however, and many who
journeyed into the jungle did not come back. And no matter how well pilots inspected their
ships, they always found strange bat-winged creatures feeding on power cables"8Ild nesting
in landing gear recesses and other open hatches. As the story goes, a few creatures managed to leave the planet and found new places to feed and reproduce throughout the settled
regions of the galaxy. 'Ib this day, mynocks are a._,_ _
bothersome and dangerous nuisance for starship
Troder Vox Says ...
owners everywhere.
'
The usually tight-fisted Imperial regulations are a .
Ord.b\~ock Freeport"Ovetvlew
little lax around here. Ord Mynock Freeport is a trader's
Like moSt large starporte, the.Freeport serves
paradise, that's for. sure. A little wild sometifues, but the
as a hub.for commerce and transportation, not
Empire shows the flag occasionally just to remind the
only for the planet but for nearly the entire seclocals who's still in charge. The Freeport is not exactly
-tor. In the Freeport, traders can find an assortall that free either, CoroNet and a lot of other powerful
ment of goods, services, specialists, mechanics,
firms keep the bureaucrats and the other admin types'
'business hawkers, and a plenitude ofbeings from
pockets lined with credits. They can revoke your BoSS
many different worlds. The Freeport thrives on
license as quickly as they will toss you in The Block and
the individuality ofits citizens, and welcomes all
sell your ship at auction. Oh, you're probably wondering
manner of trade and exchange.
what The Block is? Keep reading.
The numbered locations described below are
keyed to the enclosed Freeport map. This "tour- ....----------------"r-: --::-=~,
ist" map may be photocopied and handed to players as a game prop.
Physically, the Freeport is divided into two circular regions. The Historic District is part
of the original fort settlement. Wealthy patrons, government officials, and megacorp executives visiting Ord Mynock frequent the historic region. The Modem District is beyond the
walls ofthe original fort and caters to those who prefer to live on the fringe, both legally and
economically. Long-time residents claim the two districts are distinct, and very unequal,
communities... even down to the law enforcement patrols and other government-provided
facilities assigned to each,
There isn't much worth seeing beyond the districts, since the surrounding jungle is quite
hostile. Maintenance teams are constantly checking the outer wall for signs of breakage or
disrepair, since the planet's native lifeforms would quickly take advantage of the breech.
Land-based speeders, miner craft or transports which enter from the main gate are thoroughly scrubbed and examined before entry into the Freeport is permitted.

from

Gamemaster Adventuring Note: Adequate warnings about leaving the protection of
Ord Mynock Freeport should be sufficient to keep characters from "wandering" out ofbounds.
However, trips into the jungle in search of missing characters, to mine a valuable resource,
or search for rare botanicals, can provide a side adventure.
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Original Protective Wall

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Imperial Garrison Headquarters
ComNet Communications Complex
Last Stand Casino
Pandor's Hydrospanner
Docking Bay 63
The Block
Leezoth's Antiquities and Fine Imports
Sliteye's Entertanment Emporium
Medical Services
Atrium

Ord Mynock freeport

1. Imperial Garrison HeadquClrters
No Imperial-held world is complete without a garrison of Imperial troops and support
personnel. Compared to some worlds, the troop size of this garrison is quite small. But by
the standards of this backwater world, the troop compliment is rather high - three hundred Imperial Army troops plus vehicles and probably enough supplies to last for several
years without resupply. The large number of soldiers are present to protect the assets of
powerful conglomerates like CoroNet, which provide more than enough funds to support
the Ord Mynock Freeport Security Force (the FSF).
The garrison facilities once housed the first communications team sent to Ord Mynock.
Since then, the building has been expanded with several additional levels for barracks,
equipment storage and vehicle motor pool. A small landing pad on the roof can adequately
service and maintain starships the size of a Lambda-class Imperial shuttle. The garrison
houses two Chariot command airspeeders, a light assault vehicle (LAY) platoon, transport
speeders, and repair crews. The garrison force's principal function is to enforce Imperial
decrees, assist Imperial Customs, apprehend wanted lawbreakers and protect the communications complex facility. The garrison is not responsihle for public safety, except in the
event of major catastrophe such as natural disaster, Rebel attack, or public riot.
Nearly all Imperial officers, officials and visiting dignitaries reside at the garrison. A
stormtrooper attachment has been assigned to protect the garrison commander and the
planet's highest-ranking Imperial official, Imperial Commander Lyal Frel.
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Type: Imperial Officer
DEXTERlTY2
Blaster 4, dodge 5
KNOWLEDGE 4
Bureaucracy 5, law enforcement 6, planetary systems 5. value 6
MECHANICAL 3
Communications 4, starship piloting 4, starship gunnery 5
PERCEPTION 4
STRENGTH 2
Brawling 3
TECHNICAL 3
Computer programming/repair 4, security 5
Character Points: 5
Dark Side Points: 1
Wounds: 2
Weapons: blaster pistol (4)
Equipment: comlink, nearly alwaya aceompanied by six sIormtroopers.

Capsule: Commander Frel is a typical, high-ranking Imperial officer - cold, intolerant of nonhumans, and eager for enbancing his own share of power on wealthy Ord
Mynock. With the exception of constantly wheeling and dealing with other figures of
power in the Freeport, Frel despises his other mundane duties as garrison CC'mmander,
preferring to hand them out to his subordinates.

2. ComNet Communications Complex
The ComNet Communications Complex is one of the largest, and perhaps most important, structures in Ord Mynock Freeport. This vast, dome-shaped building houses powerful
transmission dishes, laser-link couplings, and other antennas to keep constant communication with the other worlds of the local sector and beyond. The complex has become a
gymbol for the powerful ComNet Corporation, which owns and maintaina the building. The
ComNet Dome is home to hundreds of dedicated ComNet technicians, support; and administration staff. It is heavily guarded and patrolled by ComNet's own private security detail.
Deep within the Dome is the central operations floor, a huge room which acts as the
communications nerve center for several surrounding sectors. Here, communications traffic of all kinds is relayed, encrypted, processed, and re-transmitted to its intended destination. ComNet virtually guarantees the safety of any transmissions it handles.
Both the Empire and ComNet believe a Rebel attack against the complex would strike a
serious blow along many economic and political lines - thus the intense security precautions taken. The building is patrolled by armed rover droids and human security guards.
All employees and visitors must wear complex identification badges which are very difficult to forge (forgery: electronic Difficulty of 15). The ill badges are changed daily, as are the
access codes. Different badges are issued for every level of the complex.
The color ofthe badges changes every day as well- the colors are chosen randomly from
certain palettes which ensure that a distinct color is not repeated within a six day period.
In fact, the colors vary more than most people
realize - ComNet uses a palette of over ten
thousand colors. Naturally, most living beTrader Vox Says •••
ings
cannot actually discern differences beComNet makes some grand-sounding guarantees, but
tween
closely-matched shades, but the variyou'll be hard-pressed to collect. ComNet's legal division
ous
roving
security droids and computer scanhas made it so difficult to label ComNet responsible for
ners
can.
That
ComNet uses such a large
the interception or decryption of its comm-traffic that it
palette
is
a
closely-held
secret. Colors repeat
can easily make this boast. As you'll soon discover, there's
every
quarter
century
or
so, but never in the
a whole side-industry on Ord Mynock devoted to tapping
same
order.
into ComNet's valuable treasure throve ofinformation.
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After business hours, the Dome's security computer periodically requests that each person in the complex insert his id~ntification card in a card scanner located in every room.
The forgery result ofthe identification cal'd is checked against the security computer's search
result. Ifthe access cones do not check out, or if a card known to be of use in the complex
fails to check in, ID6 gt!ards investigate.
Gamemaster Adventuring Note: Characters who want to break into the CoroNet Dome
face a great-number of chiillenges. Bypassing security should not be as simple as making a
single I'lifficult security skill check, but a drawn-out process involving planning, timing,
getting past patrols, stealing or forging identification badges, as well as the problems of
getting out or running into a staffer or guard. Make it clear to players that getting into the
Dome is not so much the problem as getting out!
There is no map provided for the ComNet Dome, since any action there will be necessarily abstract (in the sense that actual rooms can't correspond to a game map). When characters have reason to go there, walk them through it in general terms, or work up your own
floorplans to suit your game space.

ComNet Dome Layout
Levell (Entry Level). The Entry Level to the Dome consists of the primary security
checkpoint. There are six security guards on this level (see stats provided below). Visitors
must have proper identification and authority to access other levels. If the characters have
an appointment with someone inside the building, the guards check this out as well.
When checking identification at this level, roll a security guard's Perception versus the
identification's forgery result.
Level 2 (General Admin Level). The Admin level is where the clerical work of the
Dome is managed.
One guard is stationed in the lobby during business hours. Otherwise, the level is patrolled by a team ofrover droids (see stats provided below). Rover droids appear every ten
minutes on a ID6 roll of 2 or less. They apprehend anyone they see after hours, and de-
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mand to see identification. They may also passively search charac
puter equipment.
None of the computer stations on this floor connect to building ~~~'~'na~~~~
nance controls (like lighting or fire door controls), or tIM>.~iitIoDit1oor.
Level 3 (Corporate Admin Level). Three guards are stationed at the turboshaft; lobby
at all hours. The guards verify that characters are allowed in the area both by checking
identification and communicating with the Levell security office via comlink. AnY. suspjcious activity brings ID6 more guards who search all-clJaracteri;
The computer stations here can access mundane building controls such as heating and
such, hut accessing these functions is not an easy task (it's a Very Difficult computer programming I repair check). They do not have access to power or lighting functions, the security computer, or the central operations center.
Level 4 (Technical Operations Center). The security set-up here is the same 88 that
on Level 3, with the addition of a band of patrolling rover drpids. The droids roam the
corridors in random patterns. A patrol cycle lasts roughly 20 minutes, and for every five
minutes spent in one area, there is a 2 in 6
chance a pair ofrover droids will trundle by
and ask for ill.
This level consists of a number of large
cavernous rooms dominated by computers
and rows upon rows ofsignal processors and
control stations. The security computer room
is located on this level. If attacked, the security computer will summon guards and
rover droids to protect it.
Level 5 (Central Operations Center).
There are six guards in the lobby, and d0zens of technicians and support staff are
present here at nearly every hour ofthe day
or night.
This is the heart of ComNet's communications complex. Tapping or drawing information from this level requires a Moderate
to Difficult computer programming I repair
check and could take up to ten minutes.
The security computer is equipped with
a life sensor which tracks the location of
every living being on the level. It demands
an identification check from every person on
the level every fifteen minutes. Failure to
comply sets off a general alert, sealing off
doors and bringing guards.
Level 6 (Transmission Relays and
Antennas). This is the top level of the immense Dome, which is normally accessible
only by authorized maintenance crews.
It is crisscrossed by high metal beams,
huge dishes, catwalks, crackling energy
fields, and dangerous laserlink assemblies.
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Walkways are narrow and faIling oo.uld resUlt in aerionswu& or dEl~th (t"a1Jp:lg' . .
ID6+8, with no modification (or armQr). Hatchways lealito the outside, but there are
exterior ladders or staircases dowtl from thiS level.
Building Security eompu~r. All attributes and skills are 1 except: Mechanical 3,
commumcatioris 6, sensors 6, Perception 5, search 9. LWound. Security compute!' is linked
to all sensors, door locks, communication ports, ~~workstationports, and identification badge recognition statiOlljl.
.
Rover Droids. lID attribu~and skills are 1 except: Dexterity 2, dpdge 3, blaster 3,
Perception 3, searcn 5, Strength 2. 2·Wounds. Armed with a blaster pistol (D~ Rating
4). Built on a Mouse &e;id platform, each rover droid operates independently, but can sum·
mon guards or the building security computer.
ComNet Security Guards. All attributes and skills-are 2 except: D~erity 3, dodge 4,
blaster 4, Mechfmical 3, communications 4, sensors 4, Perception 3, search 4. 2 Wounds•
.Armed with a blaster pistol (Damage Rating 4). Other equipment: comlink, identification
card reader connected to the building security computer.

3. The Last Stand Casino
The Last Stand Casino is owned by Mortimon Galli, a boisterous, self-proclaimed fortune hunter and swuvehom player. Galli's establishment stands in the original headquarters of the Old Republic-era fort, a building which no longer houses any governmental
offices. Galli keeps up the building's antiquated pre-Imperial appearance, echoing a
Trader Vox Says •••
romanticized, earlier era. Dim red lantern
There is no love ofthe Empire on Ord Mynock, a statement
lights, old wooden chairs, holo-stills ofclasmade
crystal clear at the r,ast Stand. The tale goes that
sic holo movies, and a jaunty tune from a
Mortimon
Galli's dear wife was killed by Imperial scouts on
droid band lend to the place's unique charm.
the
last
ofhis
fortune hunts. You'll find a holo-picture of Galli
The casino section in the rear is always
and
his
beautiful
wife hanging over the bar - but don't menbusy, offering tables for sabacc, motion
tion
her
in
front
of
Galli. He always acts as if it's the last day
rounder and other games of chance. Galli
of
the
last
hour
of
the
hoary Old Republic. His club is frozen
is usually found at his table, playing sabacc
in
that
time,
along
with
the poor man's heart. Still, old Galli
with a crafty old gambling droid he calls
is
still
a
fortune
hunter;
his eyes are always on a prize. If
Mac. Many people love to watch Galli and
you're
looking
for
something
musty and old, Galli will probMac as they exchange barbs of witticism,
ably
want
a
piece
of
the
action.
poor puns, and general cracks about the
Empire - barbed enough to annoy rabidly
loyal Imperials, but mild enough to keep
him out of trouble (the Imperials drink here too).
The Last Stand is the perfect place for clandestine meetings, making friends, squaring
off against a few enemies over a sabacc table, and generally getting to know the real people
of Ord Mynock Freeport.
Mortimon Galli
Type: Aging Fortune Hunter

DEXTERITY 3
Blaster 5, dodge 6, grenade 6, melee combat 5
KNOWLEDGE 3
Bureaucracy 4, business 5, law enforcement 4, value 6
MECHANICAL 2
Communications 3, starship piloting 4
PERCEPTION 4
Gambling 6, hide 5, search 5, sneak 5
STRENGTH 3
Brawling 4
TECHNICAL 3
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First aid 5, security 4
Character Points: 5
Force Points: 1
Wounds: 3
Weapons: hold"lUt blaster pistol (Damage Rating 3), wlllking ~ With sword (Damage Rating ST1l+2).
Equipment: sabacc deck, gambling chips, 50,000 credits.

Capsule: Mortimon Galli has settled down into retirement on Ord Mynock. He likes
to gamble, play his swuvehorn and reminisce about th.~ old days. Ifoffered a chance to
get back on the trail of adventure in search ofan intriguing prize, he will show considerable interest. Traders who regularly pass through Ord Mynock know ofhis fondness
for artifacts and antiques, and occasionally drop by to offer for sale some musty item
they have acquired in their travels. There is no telling what might turn up on any
given day.
Galli prefers no fighting in his club and shows no apparent allegiance to either the
Rebel Alliance or the Empire (though he verbally insults the Empire with glee). He
hates the Empire with eve"'lfiber within him., but the death ofhis wife has taken the
fight from him. Most of the physi<;al disputes in his club llre left to the discretion ofhis
hulking alien bouncer Tinno.
Tinno, the club bouncer. All attributes and skills are 2 except: Dexterity 3, dodge 4,
brawling parry 5, Strength 5, brawling 9. Wounds 5. No weapons. Character Points 5.

4. Pandor's Hydrospanner
Pandor's Hydrospanner is part of a chain ofvery successful repair and provision establishments found across the galaxy. You can find almost anything at Pandor's, provided it is
not restricted, illegal or contagious. Pandor's likes to run a strictly legitimate business. The
Empire is less intrusive that way. .
The look and appearance of all the Hydrospanner outlets are nearly the same, with
shelves of parts and goods available for sale. The Pandor's Hydrospanner here is run by a
modified 3PQ series protocol droid, D-3P8. The independent droid is very peraistent and
will follow (i.e. harass) cUstomers until they buy something. Few deny the Hydrospanner
offers a tremendous variety in equipment and clothing. Characters can purchase almost
everything from weapons to jungle survival and mining gear (all weapon sales are reported
to the local Imperial authorities as required by law).
With ouly a droid in charge, some one might get the temptation Pandor's might be easy
to rob - nothing could be further from the truth. The premises are guarded by several
droids and a surprisingly effective security system.

'Frad,er VOX Says •..•
Breaking into Pandor's Hydrospanner is probably the stupidest thing someone can
try, short of attacking the Imperial garrison. Of course, some no-brain I once knew
evenfually tried and found out, the' hard way, why Pandor's is not some small family
business waiting to get robbed. The Chain intentionally makes it easy for prowlers to
break into their stores because the law is quite clear: once you trespass on private
property, the owners can do anything they want to you. After my late friend got past
the simple door locks, he ended up face-to-face with a Vmdicator Lockjaw guard droid.
Before you could say "heavy repeating blaster," that thing chewed up poor old Gnmgie
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In addition to repair and restocking,
spacers may also buy or sell vehicles at the
Hydrospanner. Pandor's leases several
doclring bays (35 througJi 42) for a tiny collecti of: reconditioned (but always warranted) light transports and snubfighters
(refer to Galaxy Guide 6: 77amp Freighters
for pricing guides for ships and equipment
upgrades.) Pandor's agents will always offer a fair, ifexcruciatingly tiny, price for the
players' ship, bemoauing either the .mP
model's popularitY or the level ofwear-andtear. This, and the lack ofvariety ofmodels
for sale, will severely limit the characters'
choices of new vessel.
Pandor's also installs vessel upgrades
and legal modifications (Dee Three hires
some ofthe local freelance mechanics when
he needs such work done). Characters may
rent one ofthe docking bays to po their own
work, but Pandor's does not take responsibility for mishaps which might occur.
Dee Three does not make a habit of spying on work being done by people in his
bays, but he does drift by from time to time
to ensure everything is more or less in order. If he discovers on one of these casual
inspections that illegal modifications (like
adding heavy weaponry and smuggling
compartments) are being done onsite, he
will inform the Imperials.
Dee Three-P.Eight
Type: 3PO Proprietor Droid
DEXTERITYl
Dodge 2
KNOWLEDGE 3
Alien species 5, bureaucracy 5, business 5, languages 8, law enforcement 5, planetary systems 5, value 5
MECHANICAL 1
PERCEPTION 3
STRENGTHl
TECHNICALl
Security 4
Character Points: 5
Wounds: 1
Equipment: Dee Three has similar functions and equipment to most 3PO protocol droids.

Capsule: Dee Three has been running Pandor's for almost ten years now. Like most
Cybot Galactica droids, his verbator brain has developed a certain fussiness and lack
of patience. He has developed a high degree of salesmanship, and remains firm on his
price when he knows customers will be unable to find many of the items his store
offers.
If threatened with violence or if he suspects he or his store is in danger, Dee Three
uses an emergency silent comlink system to summon officers from the Freeport Security Force. The droid also relies upon the fierce reputation of his Vmdicator Lockjaw
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security droid, a four-legged area defense droid noted for the fierceness orits attacks.
Few would ever want to tangle with such a dangerous machine.
Vmdicator Lockjaw guard droid. All attributes~d skills are 2 except: Dexterity 4,
dodge 6, blaster 6, melee weapons: fangs 6, Perception 4, search 6, sneak 6, Strength 4,
brawling 7. Wounds 4. Equipment: built-in heavy blaster pistol (Damage Rating 5), duramitetipped fangs (STR+3), enhanced sensor package (adds +2 to search). Character Points 3.

5. Docking Day 63
Typical of the privately-owned docking bays available at Ord Mynock Freeport, Docking
Bay 63 has enough room for a medium-sized transport (i.e., one about the size ofthe Millennium Falcon). Bay 63 itselfis notable because it's the closest bay to the center ofOrd Mynock
Freeport - Imperial regulations do not permit any private or civilian bays, much less lowflying air traffic, within half a kilometer of ComNet Corporation's valuable communications array.
In addition to providing the physical space to house, restock and repair starships, docking bays are also used as neutral meeting places between interested parties. There is space
for cargo loading, battery and power hookups to recharge systems, flush and drain lines to
clear water and purification units. Special exhaust ports are used to catch engine discharges,
although these are rarely needed for starships less than a century old.
Because the Freeport is widely used, nearly all ofthe private docking bays charge about
the same fees for restocking of provisions, power charging, storage, and mynock clearing.
Reverse-polarity shock fields are used to remove pesky mynocks hiding in niches and recesses on a ship, waiting for a chance to latch on to a power field or bite through a cable.
Needless to say, de-mynocking starships has been honed to a fine science on Ord Mynock.
Gram Goluum
Type: Docking Bay Owner
DEXTERlTY2
DodgeS
KNOWLEDGES
Alien species 5, business 5, languages 5, planetary systems 5. value 5
MECHAMCAL4
Repulsorlift operation 5, space transports 5
PERCEPTION 8
STRENGTH 2
TECHNICAL 4
Computer programming/repair 6, space transport repair 6, starfighter repair 5, starship weapon repair 6
Character Points: 5
Force Points: 1
Wounds: 2
Equipment: web belt, starship repair tools, laser torch.

Capsule: Grom Goluum is a Sullustan starship repair mechanic. An honest, hardworking fellow, Grom is happiest when he's chest-deep in the innards of some engine
or hatch. Ifleft alone with a ship for too long, he tends to start tinkering with systems
until their components either exceed their design limits or abruptly fail. He occasional
offers components rebuilt according to his own specifications at inexpensive prices

Trader Vox Says •••
Spacers and free traders who put their ships in for repairs and maintenance may
get Grom as a mechanic. Although the little Sullustan means well, he may replace
something with some untested prototype ofhis own design. Do yourselfa favor. Ifyou
get Grom, I suggest you go over your ship with a fine-toothed Bantha brush and swap
out anything that does not have a company label you recognize.
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(sometimes less than ~athe cost of !:lTtwdnam~ systelll~);. Aunsus~gspa~.'
won't realize that his 'lhiPhas .liecome.Golll;~s.fiext·experiD:lent
until tQo'late - for
better or for worse.
.
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If a ch~acter puts hisiship mioi-"repairs ~t Goluum's, roll a die in, secret, On a 1D6roll.
of 3:',orless, Grom replaces a vita} shill's sy~teIn with one of his o;wn del11gns. Milke two
additional die rolls 1m secret and.consUItthe: chart below. The. fii-st roll detetmineswhat
system is affected, Fthesecond ch~cks for .thereliabili1& of the .;ystem. Apply·the results
when the ship re.turns to flight. •
'T.

6. The Dlock

Die Roll

.System

1J.e1iability" .

1

Hyperdrive
(affected skill:
astrogation)

At the gamemaster's discretion,the system
fails at the worst, most inppporlunemoment.
Repairing the component Or system requires
a Very Difficult space transports repafr or
starfighter repair check ang requires ID6
hours to fi:J<. This fix is temporary and the
system could fail again - the whole system
must be replaced to completely solve
the problem.

2

Sublight engin,es
(affected skill:
space transports or
starfighter pilot~ni)'

The component is prone to failure and
seri9nsly affects ship's performance. Double
the Difficulty Level whenever the skill for
the affected systeIn is used.

3

Hull·(affects ship's
Hull code)* _ .

The component Or system fails half the time
its operating. The player character must roll
a ID6 before a roll for the affected system
(astrogation, piloting, shieUk, or hull) is made:
Ifthe result is a 3 or less, the component fails
and is inoperable until a Difficult space
transports repair or starfighter repair
check is made.

4

Shields (affected
roll: starship
shields)

The component works, but ouly marginally so.
Use the same rules as above, but the affected
system fails on a ID6 result of 1 or 2.

5

Maneuverability
(affects ship's
Maneuverability
code)*

The component works much better than it
should. Add a +2 to rolls involving
affected systems.

6

Two systems are
affected. Roll again
until two different
systems have
been chosen.

The component or system is completely
reliable and works within design expectations.

* Applies only if you are using RPG stats in your game.
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The Blockhouse is the oldest standing structure in Ord Mynock Freeport. Once used as
the barracks for Republic troops when the communications array was being assembled, the
building was converted into a security holding facility once Ord Mynock had been firmly
established. Pirates captured by Old Republic ships duriiig the base's tumultuous early
years were among the first prisoners held here when no other secure building was available
at the time. The Blockhouse became the Freeport's detainment facility and was rechristened "The Block" by both inmates and jailers alike.
The structure is two stories tall; a long, low bunker amidst the taller, raised spaceport
buildings and private dwellings. The Freeport Security Force has substantially upgraded
the building's security and defenses since turning it into its main detention center. Its thick
exterior walls are blast proof, and it is the only structure at Ord Mynock Freeport with an
underside as thick and protected as the walls and roof. Most ofthe sewage and drain openings on the underside of the Block are less than half a meter wide in size, making the
complex practically invulnerable to infiltration via the sewage system. •
The Block only has one entrance. It is protected by three separate blast doors (like the
shield control bunker depicted in Return of the Jedi), each with a Strength of 8. The outer
door controls have a Security Level of 10. The doors are controlled by the security guards
inside. (For an explanation of Security Levels, see page 71 of the Star Wars Live-Action
Adventures rulebook.)
Inside the Block, all power, computer and communication lines are concealed behind
locked and protected panels (Security Level of 10). Controls for doorway and other accesses
have a Security Level of 12. Controls for prison cells have a Security Level of 12 and the
bars and walls of each cell have a Stre11/J1h of 8. The maximum security. cells reside on the
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The
iff
the . . M)'Ilock FreepoJ:'tbureaucrllCY topto~citiz!!ns,
enforce laws and generaIlykeei> the peace. The . FSF has no ties with the Ithpetial
militarY exceptwhen cooperatiD&in crowd control efforts and other special instllnces.
The lucrative security contract has cl$lged hands numerous ·times, although the
uniforms and the general lax attitude orits stsf'f has not.·Because they are. part of a
private fum, most FSF police officers do not ri'1gularJy risk life or limb, nor do .they
pursue their investigations with anything but the usual· slow, tangle offonns and
other file-klleping rllquirements.
The force consists ofalmostone hundred and fifty police officers on street duty, twentyfive roving security monitor droids, and one dozen officers in patrol si>lleders. Most '!l"rests are based on minor infractions such as firing an energy weapon in a public area,
ownership of a restricted weapon, tresp8S!ling, petty theft, assault, criminal mischief,
burglary, and inappropriate oi>llration of a vehicle on public thoroughfares.
The Historic District of Ord Mypock Freeport has a relatively low crime rate, because most 'FSF patrols stick to the inner zone, preferring to protect those citizens
with the money and power to hire, and rehire, their fum. Street muggings, robberies
and other crimes are much more common in the Modern District, where there are
fewer security patrols to deter crime. As a show of force, the FSF sometimes stages
raids of warehouses and other hot spots of criminal activity, but this is only for the
sake of publicity and to stifle the protests ofthose who live in these regions.

tliulrf.eredbf

Typical Freeport Security Force Officer. All attributes and skills are 2 except:
Dexterity 2, blaster 3, dodge 3, melee combat: baton 4, Knowledge 3, law enforcement 5,
Perception 3, search 4, Strength 2F brawling 3. Blaster pistol (Damage Rating 4), stun
baton (Damage Rating is STR+1 without shock on, STR+2 with "hock on ~ stun damage only), blast helmet and vest (adds +1 to Strength; no protection against gas grenades or heavy explosives), collllink, datapad with hard,-copy printer (for citations).

-

.. upper level of the structure. These solitary rooms have door controls with a Security Level
of 14 and the bars and walls of each cell have a Strength of 10.
Many of the current residents of The Block are minor felons, traffic scofflaws, starship
crews involved in cantina brawls or other carousing, and smugglers intercepted by Customs. Unless the adventure scenario states otherwise, no one is currently being held in the
maximum security area.
Freeport Security Force personnel patrol the corridors and run the complex. The administrative area, located just inside the main entrance ofthe building, is the main command
and communications center for the Freeport Security Force and its officers. It is also the
location of the Security Chief's office. A motor pool building is located next door to the
Block, where FSF patrol speeders, speeder bikes, combat cloud cars, and small personal
scooters are kept and maintained.

7. Leezoth's Antiquities and Fine Imports
This small two-story shop is the business location and home ofLeezoth, a merchant who
deals in rare objects and art. Its location in the high-crime Modern District might lead
some to conclude that the shop is a juicy target for robbers, but this is not the case, thanks
to Lunk. Lunk is a large, heavy-handed alien hired by Leezoth to watch over his inventory
and customers. Apparently, the local felons have decided that dealing with the giant alien
is more trouble than the shop is worth.
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Leezoth's shop is filled to capacity with clutter and most ofthese objects would essilyfit
under the classification of "junk." Leezoth is nonplused by such accusations and will make
every attempt to sell most every object at double its probable value. Heia always ~
in acquiring more items, especially those which date t.> the era before the Empire. SOme
claim the merchant is not above outright stealing to acquire a desired item, while others
insist this is just a vile rumor with no basis in fact.
Leezoth and Lunk are available as player characters. Refer to the scenario modules for
more information about them.

8. Sliteye's Entertainment Emporium
Located along the outskirts ofthe Freeport, Sliteye's EntertainmentEmporium presents
an imposing and glitzy facade, its gaudy holos enticing the unwary with promises ofluxurious and exotic entertainment inside. Unfortunately, those entering soon discover that
Sliteye's pleasure palace has more in common with the warehouse it once was than the
entertainment centers ofCoruscant. Sliteye designed it himself, to suit the standards ofhis
"working clientele," the hard-working and hard-spending workers and miners ofOrd Mynock.
The fashionably dressed snobs who venture out of the inner sanctums of the Historic District looking for low entertainment usually find what they are looking for at Sliteye's - if
the regulars don't throw them out on their ears, that is.
The Entertainment Emporium's main level consists ofa large, well-stocked bar (serviced
by a mixicologist droid), an area given over to tables and booths, and a gravity-adjustable
dance area. The grav-controls for this dance region are a bit "flaky" (according to the technicians constantly called in to service it) so Sliteye is content to leave them switched off.
The controls for the dance area are located beside the mixicologist droid <Moderate Perception or search check to see them there.) If the gravity unit is switched on, it automatically
fails after a moment, forcing all characters in the region to make Very Difficult Dexterity
checks to keep their balance.
The upper level, accessible by stairs, is a balcony region with more tables and chairs for
more private discussions and deals. Most of the Emporium's business regulars stick to this
level. They know about the secret exit door at the back <Very Difficult PercJ!ption or search
check to find), which leads to a set of stairs outside the building.
The Entertainment Emporium is owned and operated by the seldom-seen Zelto Sliteye.
Sliteye is hard to find and rarely appears there unless conducting private deals of his own.
When seen, he is flanked by numerous bodyguards. Zelto Sliteye himselfis rumored to be a
criminal entrepreneur who has his paws in much of the lucrative deals throughout the
spaceport. Characters who ask around town (a Moderate to Difficult business or streetwise
check) learn he primarily deals with smuggling rare ores found on Ord Mynock, but also
works in botanicals and other exotic plants for pharmaceutical purposes. The Freeport
Security Force leaves him alone and rarely ventures into his place except when conducting
searches for known fugitives. Zelto Sliteye is available as a player or gamemaster character. See the section of this supplement on scenario modules for more details.
'Ib the newcomer, the Emporium serves as a base of operations for dozens of local scum
and miscreants, among the more visible of the Emporium's patrons is a Devonian named
Vasteg and an Aqualish mercenary soldier named Jnoofot.

Vosteg
Type: Devaronian Forger
DEXTERITY 3
Dodge 4, blaster 5

KNOWLEDGE 3
Alien species 5, business 5, planetary systems 5, value 7
MECHANICAL 3
PERCEPTION 4
Gambling 5, forgery 8

Ord Mynock Freeport

STRENGTH 2
Brawling 3
TECHNICAL 3
Computer programming/repair 5, security 6
Character Points: 5
Wounds: 2
Equipment: hold-out blaster (Damage Rating 3), computer terminal, several identification blanks, BoSS
permit programs.

Capsule: Characters who make Difficult to Very Difficult Knowledge or streetwise
checks learn the services of Vasteg are excellent, but they do not come cheap. The
Devaronian forger works under the protection and occasional employ of Zelto Sliteye,
who needs Vasteg's skills to create BoSS permits for smugglers carrying valuable ore
products or other goods which the crime lord needs to get past Imperial Customs.
Vasteg makes a side-living creating new identities and has even successfully created a program to bypass ComNet Corporation's own difficult identification check,
although the user of the ill was sloppy and entered a restricted area by mistake. He
charges three thousand credits for a new identity card, five thousand credits for new
BoSS transponder codes for a starship, and ten thousand credits for ComNet Corporation passes, although he cannot guarantee the validity of the passes since ComNet
changes the code and color systems all the time (he knows about the iarge color pal-
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ette used by ComNet, and has developed a feedback loop encoded in Iilii Cards which
fools scanners into seeing the color they are looking for - the actUal badge color must
be close enough to pass casual visual inspections, ofcourse).

Jnoofot
Type: Aqualish Mercenary
DEXTERITY 3
Dodge 5, blaster 6, blaster: blaster rifle 8, grenade 5, melee combat: vibroaxe 4
KNOWLEDGE 3
Planetary systems 5, value 7
MECHANICAL 3
Repulsorlift operations 4
PERCEPTION 2
Sneak 4
STRENGTH 4
Brawling 7
TECHNICAL 3

Computer programming/repair 4, demolitions 4, security 4Character Points: 5

Wounds: 4
Equipment: blaster rifle (Damage Rating 5), two fragmentation grenades (Damage Rating 5, Area of Effect
5). blast helmet and vest (+1 to Strength when resisting damage from all weapons except gas grenades and
thermal detonators).

Capsule: Aqualishes are known to be brutal, thick-headed beings with quick tempers
who make their living as enforcers and soldiers. If Jnoofot was not working as a mercenary, he would probably be seen working for crime lords such as Zelto Sliteye. Jnoofot
prefers to work alone and does not like taking orders from beings who are too hasty to
get him killed. He hires his services out at the rate of five hundred credits per day,
plus an additional five hundred for working with beings whom he considers "trouble
makers." Rebels, for instance, are trouble makers. He also disparages at anyone who
mispronounces his name (which soundillike "Geeknew-fot"). Characters interested in
hiring "muscle" for their little expeditions would probably find Jnoofot available for
the task.

9. Ord Mynock Freeport Medlcol Services
Freeport Medical Services is a private facility building not far from The Block, and characters who are injured may be taken there for first aid and treatment. The medical technicians there have enough supplies and personnel to handle almost any emergency.
Typical Med Techs: All attributes and skills are 2 except: Knowledge 3, alien species 5,
Technical 3, first aid 6, medicine 8. 2 wounds. Medical kits and diagnostic equipment.
Because Medical Services is run as a private company, the cost oftreatment is as follows:
Application of medpac: 125 credits per medpac (25 credits plus cost of medpac) This
treatment covers minor injuries up to incapacitation.
Major emergency treatment: 250 credits for each wound taken. (Includes wounds
suffered from explosions, heavy melee weapons, or if the character is incapacitated or mortally wounded.)
Replacement of lost limbs or senses: 1,000 to 2,500 credits (Treatment includes replacement of limb or installation of cybernetic replacement.)
Bacta tank treatment: Seriously-injured characters may also opt for bacta tank treatment. Follow the rules and procedures described under Bacta Tanks on page 68 of Star
Wars Live-Action Adventures. The cost of bacta tank treatment is four hundred credits per
wound taken (this includes wounds which are over the number of wounds the character
may have taken as the result ofinjuries.)
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The Freeport Security Force is automatically notified henever a Character with serious
or suspicious injuries is admitted to the MedicalFacility;

10. The Atrium
Ord Mynock Freeport' not without its public gathering places. Designed to showcase the

planet's beautiful jupgle flora, the Atrium was built as part of an ambitious attempt by city
planners to "de-commercialize" the Freeport and make it more appealing to tourists and freespending travelers. erhaps the most consistent complaint of the Freeport by visitors and
citizens alike was its common "ordinariness." Tired of the usual rows of hotels, warehouses
and cantinas typiciilly reserved for spaceport business, the Atrium was intended for those
searching for a quiet, safe place to stroll about, meditate or communicate with others.
TheAtrium's reinforced, triangular glass enclosure houses many displays ofOrd Mynock.'s
more attractive plants, birds and insects. These displays are set behind transparasteel and
clear reflector fields to keep the creatures and foliage in place while still offering excellent
views. Caretaker droids see to the feeding and maintenance of the exhibits and are programmed to answer questions about the Atrium's residents as well as general questions
about Ord Mynock Freeport itself. Recently, the Atrium has also begun adding displays
from other, select worlds. These include rare hover beaks from Rynmar, a red-erested aviar
swooper from Entralla, cappabellor beetles from Malador, and even smaII rodents and cloud
flies from the arid plains ofTatooine.
The Atrium is a quiet change of pace from the rest of bustling Ord Mynock Freeport.
Visitors may purchase light drinks and food from push cart vendors, or procure travel and
hotel reservations from booths located here for easy access. Security:in. the Atrium is much
tighter and plainly visible when compared to other regions ofthe spaceport (any violence or
display of weapons is simply not"tolerated here). Benches are set up along the pathways,
offering a respite and a place to rest. Often local entertainers make their appearance here
by giving small concerts and demonstrations of their talents.
The Atrium was built with funds quietly donated by ComNet. ComNet was motivated by
more than civic duty; it took the opportunity to rig the entire Atrium for sound. This is a
closely-held secret. The Atrium has become a popular place to conduct business, and ComNet
uses its spy network to keep tabs on the local competition.
ComNet does more than just monitor the Atrium for competition. It also passes on key
information from conversations to the Empire as a small favor for its favored commercial
status. The Empire never asks ComNet how it acquires this information, but it is always
glad to receive such warnings from such a "concerned private organization."
Keenos
Type: Entertainer and information dealer
DEXTERITY 4
Blaster 5, dodge 7. running 8

KNOWLEDGE 3
Bureaucracy 5, law enforcement 5, planetary systems 5, value 5
MECHANICAL 2
Communications 5

PERCEPTION 3
Hide 5, sneak 6
STRENGTH 2
Brawling 3, climbing/jumping 6
TECHNICAL 4
Computer programming/repair 5, security 6
Character Points: 5
Force Points: 1
Wounds: 2
Weapons: juggling clubs (STR+l). If clubs have been set on fire, add +1 to damage rating.
Equipment: datapad, comlink, assorted juggling items, local auditory jammer (defeats attempts to monitor
or listen in on local conversations in a ten-step radius around the user).
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Capsule: Keenos is a local entertainer who frequents the Atri
delighting locals
and visitors alike with his amazing dexterity and awe-inspiring acts of balance. An
accomplished juggler and performer, Keenos'besttrick is tojllal&lI898I'Il1e1nb8WblClf
have been lit on fire (while reciting various stanzas;if
famous epic poem '"DIe
Dread Pirate Kragg"), with his eyes closed. After juggling, he often passes around a
floppy hat to accept "donations· to the Old Spacers' Entertainment Hospice, which is
mainly himself.
Keenos is well aware of ComNet's secret assets in the Atrium. He carries a device of
his own design, an acoustical jammer which nullifies the sensors in a ten-step radius
around him. He always switches the device on when conducting "extra business" or
when he simply does not want ComNet to hear what he has to say. This jamming
comes across ComNet's sensors as mechanical and background noise,leaving Keen08
to make deals for information he has gleaned from other visitors to Ord Mynock
Freeport. He is sympathetic to the Rebellion and often will do what he can to assist
Rebel agents as a contact agent. Keenos is also quite knowledgeable about safe places
to hide in the Freeport from Imperial and other eyes.
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Ofh... PlacH»' r.........·.;.·;,.·
A spaceport is a vital qexus ifcommeree'aild inte~ ~here pJiliieta:rY citizens-mee
interstellar travelers, an~OrdMynOekFreeport is no different. For gamemasters and play.:JI<

ers alike, one can expec a city as large lilt the Fl-eeWt:t to contain manl o(the following
additional ocations:

Ba~kjng concerns. Credits and val~~hands, aildi,!l a spaceport as
bUBY as tl\:e Freepo ,there are numerous bankhig and,Qtb:~rcommercial entities available
who will perform currency tI1llib,!,nges, allow fOl'the pw;chase ofImperial)i9,nds ("Take stock
in the Emptre,n), an rovideloa:ils at reasonable interest rates. Banking co~ also act
as negotiators between large commercial tran8actiOlll! and repositories for:small, but-vaIuable property. Expect tight secw:ity meuw:es and rapid Freeport Security Force respOlll!e
ifa banking concern was suddenly subjected to a "hei/lt.n
Mass transit system. Even small spaceports,liIte Moo Eisley on Tatooine, have a mass
transit system, although in Moo Eisley's case the system consists of banthas and a few
dented taxi sR6eders. In larger cities, citizens and visitors need to get aro~d, and traffic
congestion quickly becomes a pl'oblem in those cities-which do not handle mass transit too
well. Some systems utilize alnixture of private speeder cabs, public repulsorlift shuttle
buses, monorail trains, or conveyor belt, lift tube, or escalator-style "people movers." (Imagine a combat or chase on a speeding elevated monorail train and the perils involved!)
Residential areas. Those who work and make their living in a bustling-spaceport must
live somewhere. Urban residential areas can comprise of deluxe, fenced-off homes for the
rich and politically powerful, to tight, claustrophobic boxes for the common wage prole.
Expect political and corporate figureheads to live in residences with plenty of electronic
and living protection against unwanted intruders.
Repair shops. The Star Wars universe has a used, battered look to it. Equipment is
rugged and built to last. Expensive items like droids, vehicles and starships are carefully
maintained, and are often in service decades or centuries after designers would have expected them to break down for good.
A commercial spaceport often has whole street rows devoted to the rep~ and resale of
specific pieces of equipment. One can easily expect to find lots offering used droids, speeder
repair shops, starship engine refurbishers, computer and electronic repair technicians, as
well as the shadier types who deal in illegal or blackmarket technology items such as blasters and other energy weapons, data slicing programs, droid and vehicle upgrades, and modified starship sensor suites.
Manufacturing complexes. Located at the outskirts of many cities are huge manufacturing complexes which can take advantage of a large available work force and cheaper
sources of power. These complexes often house huge, automated assembly lines or other
pieces of equipment. Some manufacturers make only basic components like hydrospanner
bolts. Others assemble finished goods, using the spaceport's commercial docking bays to
load huge cargo ships and send their products out to galactic destinations. Expect such
plants to have some security considerations to protect their property and workers, while
manufacturers who make military equipment can have extensive, and sometimes surprisingly drastic, security precautions.
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Power facilities. No spaceport city can last for
long ~thout a uugor so~ of
power. Power for vast cities can come from many sources: geotherm8J., older fission, newer
scattered fusion, hydroelectric, and even fuel-burning plants. A power plant is a dangerous
place for a combat, since there is the terrifying likelihood" that a misfire or poorly-placed
weapon discharge can have explosive consequences. Expect power plants to be ron by skeleton crews or maintenance personnel assisted by numerous droids. On Imperial-held worlds,
power plants are jealously guarded by local militia or even Imperial troops out of fear of
sabotage. A power plant location can be the target of an attack or preliminary strike in
advance of an invasion.
Water, sewage and waste treatment facilities. Often overlooked, but sometimes ideal
as a moody and suspenseful location, the sewers or underground tunnels ofa city or spaceport can be home to a dangerous variety ofquite literally "underworld" scum. Rodents and
even vagrants sometimes live down here, away from the prying eyes of government and
other figures of authority.
Play up rumors of creatures of unusual size and other strange happenings down in the
sewers, and watch many an adventurers' eyes light up in fascination. Government leaders
would be justifiably appreciative if a monster or other danger was appropriately captured or
elimioated, and just as hasty to make sure word did not spread of the dangers down below.

very

Ord Mynock Freeport

The Gamemaster Toolkit would he incomplete without a few adyentu:rils to'l'UU your
players through. There are four modules presented here,eachforJi~eOJ;,more characters.
They are small enough for an evenin(s1Wq,rth '1£ entertainn:lentt or cap he combined together to form larger and l(mger adventures. They ,can be ~mbined in'any order, though
modules 1 and 2 work hest together.
'rheseJ!1odules are nominally set in the Ord Mynoek Freeport, thouglltheYal:'egeIlenc
enougli to qe run in settings ofyour own creation.~'lbJ:isethem, read'each module's Description and Resolution, as well as the capsulebackgrQunds anllgd'81s1for eacb player character. Encouoter Locations suggest possible settings for the module, based on locations de
scribed in the Ord Mynock Freeport section.
The item cards in the Appendix can be used to provide most of the equipment cliaracters
need. Certain characters have unique item cards, which are on page 53. Others ~have speci81 abilities, which are on theSpeci81cards on pages 83 and 84. Pages 81 and 82 present
the support character cards used in the adventures.

Module 1: The Disgruntled Patron
Description: Deezoth Caraz, a slaver traveling with his bodyguard and two slaves, falls
victim to poison. The killer is the slaver's bodyguard, who has managed to put the blame on
one slave with the hopes of selling the other. Meanwhile, a Freeport Security Force officer
in charge of the investigation hopes to find the real killer. This adventure works best when
played in conjuoction with Module 2~
Resolution: After the end of the fourth hour, the adventure ends with the arrest or
escape of the character accused of the murder of the slaver. (As a timed event at the fourth
hour, Freeport Security Officer Nestor Gain receives a warrant to arrest Vok the Bodyguard and hold him for questioning - his purchase of poison at Pandor's Hydrospanner
was apparently recorded)~ If the arrest or escape occurs too early in the adventure, the
gamemaster should encourage the other participants to complete their goals in the four
hour time period~
Encounter Locations: Last Stand Casino or Zelto Sliteye's Entertainment Emporium~
You may use a low-lit, large room (a living or entertainment room, or even a residence's
basement will do)~ One region should be considered the bar. Tables and chairs make up the
rest of the room~ A portable stereo can be used to play the "Cantina Band" or other Star
Wars music quietly in the backgrouod.
Participants: Deezoth Caraz, Vok, Ara, Kema Forge, Nestor Gain, Zeed Venom.
Gamemaster Notes:
• Since Caraz is deliberately killed part-way through the adventure, you might want to
take on this role yourself, or assign it to an assistant gamemaster. In this case, drop Zeed

Adventure Scenario

Gamemaster Notes:
• Ellos Ripfire possesses a cutout switch which
can cause a power blackout throughout the
immediate environs of the spaceport. You need
to determine the limitations and effects of this
blackout, taking into consideration which locations you plan to use in the adventure. You
should also decide how long the blackout will
last, how it will affect security systems, and so
on. You also need to discuss the uses of the cutout switch with the person playing Ripfire.
• If you are playing this module in conjunction
with Module 1, players will likely assume that
the death of Caraz is linked to the death of
Quent's victims. Anyone analyzing Caraz's
death can establish with a Moderate investigation or first aid / medicine roll that the poison
used to kill him was a common pesticide and
not an exotic toxin.
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Less than 8
9-11
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12-15
. 10+1D6dari1age to tai'get afte:dive mUillOOS
16 or greater
15+106 darilage to target, occurs immediately
Notes: The character ~to mix the poison must mald~ his skill checks with thdassistance of the gamemaster. The poisoner will have no idea how it will affect another character ootil it is administered. Poison 9l'Jl only be adiniilis.tered in food, drin:k,or throllgh a
medpac injection. The. poison cannot be tllrD.ed into a gaseous or contact poison.
When a poison begins to take effect, roll the da:riJ.age, and'allow the target character to
make a Strength roll. If the character beats or equals the poison's damage, his body successfully resists the toxin, and the poison has no further effect. If he fails, calculate the total
damage of the poison. It does not take effect iJnmediately, however. The victim takes one
wound every tllffi, until he has either taken the full damage or is dead. Each tllffi, he may
attempt to beat the poison again (bllt don't forget the -1 penalty to all attributes and skill
scores for each wound taken). If successful, the character defeats the poison. If not, he
continlles to take damage.
A Moderate medicine or difficult first aid roll allows a person analyzing a poison to identify a specific type of poison or a counteractive agent. These poisons are rather exotic, and
those making their rolls can establish that these toxins are not used by amatellrs. Once the
poison is identified, the character may use the poison kit or the contents of a medpac to
neutralize the poison (the difficulty of the skill roll is equal to the poison's damage when
using medicine, and the damage +5 when using first aid).

Module 3: Precipitator of Doom
Background: Minas-Coth Cray, a powerful Imperial official, has come to Ord Mynock.
He boasts that he has captllred Princess Leia Organa, one of the leaders of the Rebel Alliance, and is temporarily holding her in the Freeport until a Star Destroyer can arrive to
claim her. He is lying, of course, but few know that, and certainly local Rebel agents have to
fear the worst.

Adventure Scenario

Adventure Scenario

Module 4: The Seorch for StoneliHft
Background: Stoneheart, a highly-intelligent tactiCal computer
from the days (lfthe Old Republic, is hiding in Ord Myno<;]t Freeport
in the body of Candor Six Six '!\velve, an innocent-loOkiiJg protocol
droid. Many ate looking for Stoneheart, hoping to IIIIlb a fortune by
turning it over to the corporations searching for it.
Resolution: Three-quarters into the adventure (orwith help from
the investigator character Callis Beck), ComNet fuuilly identifies the
droid as the carrier of the tactical computer inside it and hrlngs it
inside the ComNet Communications Complex Dome in the hopes of
taking its valuable brain apart. The characters trying to help
Stoneheart must break him out of the Dome and off Ord MyIiock to
safety.
Encounter Locations: The ComNet Communications Dome can
serve as the centrallocatioQ, for this adventure, althoug):l. a few' other
Freeport locations will be useful well
.

Artifact: The Dakshee
Holocron is a relic ofanother age,
when Jedi walked the stars and
kept the galaxy safe. The reposi~
tory of hundreds of years ofJedi
knowledge, the holocron is a precious artifact. The Dakshee
Holocron emits a faint and mysterious hum which helps a Jedi
shut out distractions and attune
himself with the Force. The resulting economy of thought and
action allows the Jodi locked in
combat to concentrate his efforts
into one mighty flurry of activo
ity. (For one round only during a
combat,. a Force-sensitive holder
of the Holocron can elevale hie
Force Skills to a level of 5.l

as

Participants: Candor Six Six '!\velve, Leezoth, Lunk, Callis Beck,
Logan Erstifr, GilliaD Rayburst, Blade Zero.

Gamemaster Notes:
• If this module is combined with Module 3, one of Candor 6612's
crystal shards can power the lightsaber of Kara Shuba
• Candor Six Six '!\velve (ala Stoneheart) may utilize three special programs. These programs are described on three item cards on this page. Give these cards to the person playing the droid. Unlike most item cards, these program cards may not be given away, stolen,
or otherwise separated from the character.

Program: Communications
Stoneheart may patch himselfinto any station comport and
use ComNet Corporation's own
powerful communications arrays
tQ.monitor and analyze all communications including personal
comlinks, secure comlinks, as
weUas intership and local space
traffic. This progra.DLadds +2 to
StoDebeart'g- communications
skill while in use.

programming skill while in use.

A gamemaater is required to
, utilize thia progra.nL

A gamemaster is reguired to
utilize this program.

Program: Droid program-

Program: Download
Stoneheart may use com~ puter programming / repair or
dram programming to download
his AI presence into another
droid or even the station's computer network which resides in
the Hub region. This routine
adds +2 to Stoneheart's computer
programming / repair or draW.
programming skills while in use.

ming

t

In the event ofan emergency.
Stoneheart can override the programming of a maintenance or
l~w.level droid. He may program
the droid to perform simple com~
mands (like patrol a corridor or
beep aD alert if another charac~
ter enters an area). This routine

r

adds +2 to

Stoneh~art's droid

A gamemaster is required to
utilize thia program,

Permission is hereby granted to photocopy this page for personal use only.

Adventure Scenario

1

In yourtravels you pose as an importer/exporter. I:1ut in truth. you are a slaver. Your chosen
profession is not well regarded I7y so-called "upstanding" citizens, but you know that many
powerful entities like the Empire need slaves and are willing to pay well forthem.
You are accompanied I;1y a I:1odyguard. Vok, and two slaves you are delivering to a Hutt crime
lord. You have taken a liking to the slave girl Ara and keep her busy bringing you food and wine.
As the adventure progresses. you get drunk and intimidate the others around you. You
decide Vok should watch over the slaves and make sure they don't try to get away. After a
while, you begin to stagger around and bump into the other players, claiming you do not feel
well. Suddenly, you fall over and die (see your gamemaster about playing another character
later).

Goals: Make a lot of credits gambling and get drunk. Impress everyone with your loathsome personality. Then die dramatically.

Adventure Scenario

You are Deezoth Caraz's bodyguard, and a simple-minded giant. Although nota swift thinker,you are
big and threatening - and you like seeing people moving to get out of your way. You obey your master by
watching over two slaves who are to be delivered to a Hlltt crime lord. Your job is a simple one - make
sure the slaves do not get away. One of the slaves is a naive girl named Ara. She's from some pre-industrial forest world. The other slave is a down-on-hisluck thief named Kema Forge who was sold to your
boss by a crime lord. Forge spends most of his time sulking.
You've served your master faithfully for years and gotten nothing but abuse in return. You've finally
had enough, and nowyoujust want to be free ofCaraz. Earliertodayyou went to Pandor's Hyc:Jrospanner
and bought a mynock pesticide. You'vejust slipped the poison into his drink, and you figure he is going to
fall down soon. You hope to pin the blame on one of the slaves. You still have the bottle the pesticide
came in, and you need to get rid of that before the action starts.
After Caraz's death, you plan on selling one slave while the other, probably Forge. takes the blame for
Caraz's murder. Afterwards you head for freedom, ending the adventure.
Goals: To get away with murdering your master. To set up one slave to take the blame while you escape with the other.

Adventure Scenario

You come from a primitive world beyond the regularly-traveled hyperspace routes. Captured by slavers, you are being taken by the slaver Deezoth Caraz and his bodyguard Vok to a
Hutt crime lord. Caraz has warned you and another slave. Kema Forge. to keep your mouths
silent, or else he will set Vok loose on the both of you. In the meantime, he badgers you to make
trips to the bar and refill his glass.
Before being taken by slavers. you were considered a healer in your tribe. and managed to
bring with you some of the herbs and flowers of your native world. Now that you have been
given a tiny glimpse of the galaxy, you want to see much more and have begged the other slave,
a down-an-his luck thief named Kema Forge, to help you escape. Forge does not seem too interested in having 50me "curious native" following him wherever he goes. But he's the only one

you know.

-Goals: To find freedom for yourself and Kema Forge from the slaver and his bodyguard ...
and travel this very interesting galaxy.

Adventure Scenario

You are a down-on-your-Iuck thief. You once traveled from world to world, seeking out small
deals and cons. Eventually, you got on the wrong side of a local crime boss who put an end to

much of your fortune and glory. When you tried to strike back against the miscreant, he captured you and sold you into slavery. Now the slaver, a foul man named Deezoth Caraz, is going

to sell you to serve a Hutt crime lord. You don't much approve of this plan.
As the slaver Deezoth Caraz continues his journey to the Hutt, you are traveling with another slave, ayoung native named Ara. The both ofyou are kept under close watch bythe slaver's
bodyguard, a big bruiser who goes by the name ofVok. You are biding your time, waiting forthe
chance to escape. You even managed to slip one of the knives from the bar into your boot.
The only problem is Ara, who begs you to take her with him. Deep in your heart, you cannot
help but sympathize with her. No one should be forced to lead the life of a slave. But your own
life and fortune are more important!

Goals: To escape from the slaver and his bodyguard in one piece. Maybe,just maybe, you
should help Ara escape too.

Adventure Scenario

Adventure Scenario

You are a security officer and investigator who arrives shortly after the apparent murder
of Deezoth Caraz, a self-proclaimed trader and patron at;a local carmna. According to a medical
droid, Caraz died !>y ingest;ing a poison. The t;ype of poison used is similar to t;he "iochemical
makeup of a common pest;icide used to kill vermin infest;at;ions on st;arships.
You have current;ly ordered a search of all t;ransact;ions oft;he sale oft;his t;ype of poison
and maUhing t;hem to t;he physical ident;ificat;ion oft;hose persons who frequent; t;he cant;ina.
You may call upon security to send more officers to assist you in your investigation. if neces·
sary.
Until you receive a reply to your search re'luest. it might ble a good idea to interview those
who frequent; t;he cant;ina so you might; learn why someone might; wish to kill Deezot;h Caraz.
No one is permitted to leave the cantina until you have completed your investigation.

Goals: Deurmine who is t;he killer of Deezot;h Caraz and "ring t;hat; "eing to just;ice.

Adventure Scenario

You are a Rel:tel agent. Your task is to keep your eyes and ears on the various travelers who pass
through Ol"d Mynock Freeport. In your cover jol:t, you wone as a technician for ComNet CoI"J'Ol"ation and
repairvariouson-l:toal"d systems and droidsas they matfunetion. When it suits you, you program a droid
or piece of equipment 50 that it delil:teratelyfails while in a specific locatJon. This way. you have an excuse
to l:te in that area when important events ar-e occuning.
Through an information trader. you have learned the iderrtityof an Imperial courier. The courier. Til:ter
Quent. is purpol"tedly canying technical plans foran Imperial pl"Ojectnamed wFir-estorm."You have taken
iton yourself to rig a power blackout in the spaceport. During the chaos, you hope to get close to the
courier and steal the plans. You can trip the l:tlackout at any time l7y pushing the l:tutton on your cutout
switch.
You to.avean R2 repairdl"Oid nea.-bywith a hidden compartment where you can hide the plans afteryou
steal them.
Goals: Steal the Firestorm technical plans from liber Quent. Help others who want to l:te free of the
tyranny of the Empire.
Player Note: See the gamemaster regarding the use and limitations of your cutout switch. When
you are ready to use the switch, quietly inform the gamemaster.

Adventure Scenario

You are an assassin sent by the Empire to eradicate the Reuel presence on Ord Mynock.
The Empire has code-named this plan "Firestorm.ttTo carry out your plans, you are traveling 35

an Imperial courier carrying plans for a secret Imperial project named, appropriately,
tt

"Firestorm. The data pad you are carrying contains material about a proposed weapon which

is supposed to ignite a planet's atmosphere - a project which was eventually canceled.
You have spread word of your arrival. Knowing the Alliance will try to take the datapad. you
are prepared to quietly eliminate anyone who tries. In addition to ulasters. you are armed with
a poison kit which allows you to generate a variety of deadly brews.
Goals: Eliminate as many Rebel agents as possible without compromising your identity as
an Imperial assassin.

Player Note: See the gamemaster for instructions on using your poison kit.

Adventure Scenaria
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Live-Action Adventures
Character Information Sheet

A smuggler by trade, you are looking for work and not finding many takers. Just days ago
you dumped an illegal haul of spice when you helped a fewRe~el agents escape an Imperial prison.
In the confusion, you almost lost your life, and your ship was ~adly damaged. You ended up
putting your ship in the repair ~ays on Ord Mynock and you are still looking for some way to
pay off the loan shark who gave you enough credits to fix your ship. Nowthat the loan is past
due, the shark has sent a bounty hunter to collect you and the fifteen thousand credits you
still owe.
You were recently approached by a mysterious man in flowing robes. All he said to you was
"Keep your eyes on the technician Ellos Ripfire. He's going to need help soon. His caretakers
will pay you well for doing so." A cryptic message, ~ut there may ~e credits in it for you. What
the heck?
Goals: Help Ellos Ripfire and make enough creaitsto pay off the loan shark. Avoid the ~ounty
hunter sent to collect you.

Adventure Scenario

You consider yourself an entrepreneur, a person who seeks out financial opportunities. Of
course. your definition might be a bit broader than usual; you like to exploit financial opportunities which are not exactly legal.
You know about the arrival of an Imperial courier who is carrying technical plans for a secret

project called "Firestorm." Such plans might fetch a nice price on the I1lack market.
Armed with this knowledge. you hope to locate this courier and make off with the plans.
You have 110ught the services ofilve armed thugs to help you.
Goals: Locate the Imperial courier and obtain the Firestorm technical plans without get-

ting caught.

Adventure Scenario

You are a GUild-sponsored ~ounty hunter. You delight in the hunt and the final confrontation. A professional of the crimson trade, you know that a hunt that ends poorly will only hurt
your reputation, and the guild's as well. A poor rep means fewer hunts.

You have come to Ord Mynock to collect a specific ~ounty (see Goals ~elow.)
Goals:
Module 1: Your ~ounty is Vok the Bodyguard. Vok apparently had some serious gam~ling
de~s which he never paid off. A casino owner wants Vok to pay up - either with 25,000
credits or his life.

Module 2: Ifyou are playing Module 2, disregard the Module 1assignment. Your ~ounty contract callsforthe capture of the starship captain Cam~ra Del alive. Return herto a loan shark
50 you can collect your bounty of twenty thousand credits.

Adventure Scenario

You live among the sidewalks and sewers of the spaceport. This underworld is home to a
particularly nasty variety of scum. But you know how to avoid the worst of the lot. You travel
with a ~attered old droid named DD-09, or Dee-Dee.
What you and Dee-Dee do ~est is a ~it of the old con. You approach a fool whose credits
seem most likely to part with, and the droid, well ... crashes into them. It's an accident of
course, darn droid, he needs his motion sensors adjusted. While your mark is distracted by
Dee-Dee, you pickpocket whatever trifle you can find. Afterwards, you go off and find whoever
is willing to pay top credit for it.

-

Goals: Haggle, steal or ~arter as much valua~le stuff as you can get your gru~~ paws on
without getting caught.

Adventure Scenario

You are a seldom-seen, hardened noble who takes order from the mysterious Council of Advisors who
serve the Emperor. Your reputation and eerie cybernetic replacement eye have earned you the nefarious
title of"The Empire's Eye." Why you are on Ord Mynock is something that the Rebel Alliance desperately
wants to find out. This is something that you, and the Empire, are counting on to draw the Rebels into a
trap.
With several Imperial agents alreadyon the station awaiting your command, you plan to draw Rebels
out with false rumors, and then eradicate them. As vait. you have started an irresistible rumor: that
you have taken Princess Leia Organa prisoner and are holding her temporarily in The Block detainment
facility until a Star Destroyer arrives to take her to Coruscant.
Of course, Princess Leia is not in the detainment facility - the entire plan is an elaborate trap. The
trap consists of replacing the security guards in a dead-end section of the detainment facility with
elite Imperialstormtroopers.
You are accompanied by one of the Emperor's Dark Side Adepts, 6ellarius Drade. The Emperor has
long suspected Drade of trying to form his own empire, and wan'ts any reports of suspicious actions
immediately.
Goals: Eliminate any Rebel activity on Ord Mynock. Report any treacherous activity on the part of
'the Dark Side Adept 6ellarius Drade or other Imperial officials to the Emperor.

Adventure Scenario

WEAPONS

DAMAGE

Iightsaver

5
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Live-Action Adventures
Character Information Sheet

The Emperor has dispatched you to protect Precipitator Minas-Goth from harm and monitor his progress as he enacts a plan designed to lead Revels on Ord Mynock to their doom. His
plan is to circulate the rumor that he has captured Princess Leia Organa. in the hopes of pre~

cipitating a doomed and futile rescue attempt.
Displeased to ve relegated to the role of vodyguard and protector of one ofthe Emperor's
pitiful advisors, you are consumed with finding your own apprentices and establishing your
own power base. You have gained the help and trust of an Imperial officer named Lieutenant

Garthage. Through him, you might ve avle to find an apprentice to turn to the dark side.
Your dreams have been disturbed recently Vyvisions of a great beacon of power. You believe
that the answer to your visions can be found on Ora Mynock, and know that by locating this
power source. you will emerge either more powerful or utterly destroyed.
Goals: Assist Imperial Precipitator Minas-Goth Gray with the elimination of Revels on Ord
.~

Mynock, and protect him from the enemies ofthe Empire. Seek out those who might ve sensitive to the Force and turn them to the dark side for your own use. Locate an object which may

lead to new knowledge ofthe Force.

Adventure Scenario

You have been placed in charge of the physical security of Imperial Precipitator Minas-Goth Cray, as
well as providing troop support for Cray's plan. His plan calls for the elimination of all Rebel activity on
Ord Mynock.
To accomplish this, Precipitator Cray has spread rumors suggesting that he has captured Princess
Leia Organa and is holding her temporarily inthe detention facility called The Block. Hedoes not have the
Princess. but knows that Rebels might make every effort possible to try to rescue her. You have been
instructed to relay this misinformation to anyone who asks. Of course. your stormtroopers are lying in
wait. ready to spring out ata moment's notice to protect PrecipitatorCray and capturethe Rebel scum.
You are also enraptured with the enigmatic Dark Side Adept. Bellarius Drade, who has been assigned
to personally protect the Imperial Advisor. Drade has convincedyouthatthe Emperor is weak and dwindling in power. Drade requires novices so that he may create his own adepts. He also believes that there
is an object or artifact that will enhance his own abilities located somewhere on the Anchor.
Goals: Provide troops and Imperial security according to PreCipitator Cray's plans. Investigate all
Rebel activity and arrestanytraitors to the Empire. Followthedictates of the Dark Side Adept. 6ellarius
Drade.

Adventure Scenario

Ever since you were young. you could see and sense things that no one else could. You had
dreams of things which did not happen yet and could feel other peoples' emotions when you

got close to them.
When you were sixteen, you were brought to the healers of your people. The elders knew
immediately that you were strong in heartsong, what outsiders called the Force. The elders

began to teach you chants of the hear-tsong which they used to heal and relieve the pain of
others. The elders were 'l.uite surprised when you 'l.uickly learned what had taken them years
of arduous training and concentration.
Hailed as a child with "strange and wonderful gifts," you were told to seek out others who
had an even greater mastery of these powers, those called Jedi Knights. The Jedi were believed to use their own ways of the hear-tsong to perform almost magical feats. Your destiny
lies in finding one of these Jedi Knights. To aid you in your 'l.uest, the elders gave you their
most prized possession, a strange metallic pyramid called the Dakshee Holocron.
Goals: Seek outa teacher who will guideyou in the ways of the Force. Help others overcome
the danger and darkness of evil.

Adventure Scenario

What. remains ofyour memo':)' are fond tales of glorious worlds and magnificent. splendor which once was 'the Old
Your visions of glo':)' have sinu faded with 'the ascendancy and 'the cruelty of 'the Empire. Hiding from 'the
Emperor's purge oft.heJedi .cnigkts,you live in 'the alcoves and nichesofOrd Mynock Frupol"t, begging fol"'handout.s
and gene.... lly making a nuisanu ofyou~}fwit.hs'taUon security.
Many regard you as an annoying, insane hag. YOUI'" madness Isa careful disguise. howevel"', designed to dil"'eC't at.-untion away from you and your past.. You keep your eyes and ears o~n, trading information for food with security
chief Drew Lokii. 'the leader of'the Re1:>e1 cell on Ore! Mynock Freepol"t. Even Lokii does not. know your tnle I1ackground.
You have heard from some of t.he Imperials 'that. t.he newly-arrived Imperial Precipitator Minas--eath Cl"Sy has
imprisoned the infamousyoung Rebel Leia Organa In t.he Block (t.he local prison). He plans to Ship herout.again as soon
as a Star Destroyer can arrive to pick hel'" up, according to I"'Umol"'.
You possess a light.saber which you hide inside your swirling cloak. However. 'the lightsal1er lacks a power c':)'stal
shard needed to focus 'the weapon's blade. WiUJout. rt., 'the sal1er reseml1les a pol"'tal1le lumen and worlc.s only as a door
stop. Even 'though your memo':)' is faded, you wait. fol'" a sign which shall signal 'the ~m of'the Jedi. Your dreams are
clouded with visions of a young stranger, a yout.h who will I1ecome 'the focus of a urrible search l1y 'the forces ofdarlc.ness. You hope you are al1re to find 'this youth first and direct him towards 'the ways of'the ligkt side of'the Force.
~pul1lic.

Goals: Leam more al1out. t.he recent arrival of powerful Imperial officials and officers, and relay what. you learn to
Rebel leader Drew Lokli. Avoid capture and interTOgation by Imperial officials. Seek out. 'the st.... nger ofyour dreams
and guide him down the path of the light side oft.he Force. Find a new power shard for your Iight.saber.

Adventure Scenario

For you, ~eing the security chieffoI' a wsy place like Ord Mynock Freeport. has its ups and downs. You are con·
upon toquell fightsand other disturbances, inves'tigate incidents, kuptabs on Iml¥rialdecl"Us
and I~I statutes, and watch out for criminals and other wanted fugitives.
In addition to ~eing security chief, you are also the cell leader for the Re~el resistance movement in this sector.
Naturally, your position in security is a ~ig help in gathering infomt.Ttion for the Alliance. You are tnlsted by admini~·
trators, corporate officials, and by the various locals and residents. You can travel throughout the spacepol"t and
are close to Imperial infonnation sources.
Your hands are full, however, with the recent arrival of a powerful Imperial PreCipitator named Minas-eoth Cray, an
anno....clad menace named Bellarius Drade, and their own security specialist - Lieutenant Carthage. 50 far, you are
confident these three have no knowledge ofyour allegiance to the Re~el Alliance. At F'recipitatorCray's insistence, a
detention cell in The Block has ~een sealed off, for what purpose you do not yet know. You have seen many
stormtroopers pa~Uing around, ~ut with Cray'slmportance as "The Empire's Eye: f.hat is to ~e expected.
You occasionally gets valua~leinformation from a hag named Kara Shu~a. She has the interesting traitofpopping
up whenever you need her the most. Wrth the Alliance desperate to know more infonnation aoout the seldom·seen
Precipitator Cray, you need to find out what he and his entourage are upto ... and soon.
~tantJy ~eing called

Goale: Detennine why Imperial Precipitator Cray, Bellarius Drade, and Lieutenant Cal"thage have taken control of
a detention level on The Block and what the trio are up to. fake action to save the lives and freedom of Re~el agents
and sympathizers of the Re~emon without compromising your cover as security chief.

Adventure Scenario

Loathed and feared for many years, you are the criminal kingpin of Ord Mynock Freeport. Holding court in
your entertainment emporium, you earned yourtitle by manipulation, assassination, blackmail, and the virtual
elimination of the competition. You also deal in spice and extortion. Most of the criminal element on Ord Mynock
Freeport accept your word as law.
You never had much to fear, until an Imperial Precipitator and his dark: side magician appeared on the scene
a few days ago. You have remained carefully in the background, manipulating and directing activities to avoid
Imperial detection, You know you and the Empire will eventually square off. Thistime,you think you can win. You
will hire bounty hunters, hired blasters, and anyone else you can afford to wage war against the PreCipitator
and his minions.
You have declared your entertainment emporium sanctuary to anyone who wishes to hide there - for a
price. One thousand credits guarantees a place of safety, In the meanwhile, you hope a mercenary you have
hired, Krex Afto, can te""inate the Precipitator", and so send a message to the rest of the Empire that Ord
Mynock is yours alone to rule.
Despi'te such boasts, you are no fool. You have arranged it so thatyour bulk freighter, the Lamprey Longstar,
can escape quickly before the full wrath of the Empire can be brought down upon you and your criminal court.
Goals: Offer safety to anyone who wishes to hide from the Empire, as long as they can afford the price. Kill
the Imperial PreCipitator and send his cybernetic eye straight back to the Emperor.

Adventure Scenario

I>laster 6. dodge 6
melee weapons 5
missile weapons 5

•

WEAPONS

heavy I>laster pistol
2 frag grenades

DAMAGE

AMMO

5
5

15
1

EFFECT
area effect weapon;

5 step radius
vil>rol>lade
flash grenade

5TR+2

melee range weapon

area effect weapon;
25 step radius;

Perception and related
skills reduced to zero.

You are a blaster-for-hire, a 50ldieroffortune who goes wherever someone needs your ser-

vices. You have been recruited by a crime lord named Zelto Sliteye to take down an Imperial

PreCipitator named Minas-Goth Cray who recently arrived at the Freeport.
The PreCipitator travels with a tall fellow who wears black armor, put 35 far a5 your scouting reports tell you. Bellarius Drade is no Lord Darth Vader. Besides. the I>igger they are. the
harder they fall. The Precipitator travels with a security officer named Lieutenant Carthage
and a detachment of stormtroopers.
5liteye wants the Imperial Precipitator reduced to a smoking puddle of nothing. You are
not al>out to let your I>oss down. Naturally. you plan to I>e careful in planning your assassination; Cray did not get where he is because he was careless.
Goals: Fulfill your contract with Zelto 51iteye and kill the Imperial Precipitator Minas-Coth
Cray. The incident should I>e untraceal>le enough so that 51iteye will not I>e I>lamed for the
Advisor's "unfortunate accident," Make even more credits by selling mercenary talents to
whoever re'luires them.

Adventure Scenario

You are an Al computer named 5tonehear-t once used by Old RepUblic forces. Working from the depths of an ancient asteroid. you contemplated enemy tactics and sent coded orders to counter their advances. Like many centralized computers. you eventually outlived your usefulness and were shut down and forgotten in your asteroid for·
tress. You submitted willingly. saddened that you no longer served a purpose.
Somehow during your long slumber, you retained your memories of the era of the Republic. Reactivated by acci·
dent, you deployed your sensors to listen to the broadcasts and transmissions of the new era. and were deeply
troubled. You found the Emperorand his Empire repulsive, even criminal.
Obeying your command logic to serve the Republic, you have made the long journey to Ord Mynock to join those
who hope to restore it. Realizing that you req.uire mobility as well as anonymity during these troubled times, you
selected an aging protocol droid named Candor Six Six Twelve to carry your primary command module. Through Can·
dor, who is traveling under the guise that his ~master" is 5tonehear-t. you hope to join the Rebellion.
You are mends with a local gambler named Logan Erstar. who knows the way of the galaxy, although you have not
revealed your secret to him yet. Erstar is also friends with the freighter captain who brought you to Ord Mynock
Freepor-t, Gillian Rayburst. Captain Rayburst seems less interested in helping you find the Rebel Alliance, though.
Your ancient, advanced circuitry is focused by special crystal power shards. To pay forthe voyage to Ord Mynock,
you had to sell one of the four shards you carry. You can function with a minimum of one shard. Once the last shard is
remov,ed, your memory is totally Wiped and cannot be restored.
Goals: Locate and join the Rebellion byfinding its representatives on Ord Mynockand avoid being captured by the
Empire. Help Logan Erstaravoid bounty hunters seeking a price on his head.

Adventure Scenario

Special Af1i1rties:
Value: a~ifacts: The a~ifacts specialization allows the character to identify the history, purpose
and value of various ancient objects.
You specialize in the purchase and sale of rare antiquities. You love to handle ancient a~ifacts of
days long gone, and savor their ancient textures and prope~ies. Yourjob often requires a certain disregard for the law, and you are well-versed in using the f1laclcmarket to find buyers and sellers.
A few days ago, you used these connections to help a protocol draid named Candor 6612 enter Ord
Mynoclc Freepo~ without the usual customs and security checlcs.ltisn'tyour regular line, but the draid
offered in payment a rare power crystal shard. This shard was used in some of the oldest computing
devices not seen since the days of the Old Republic. You would have done a lot more to possess it, and
you would give a great deal to oUtain more.
You wonder how a fairly-modern protocol droid came to be carrying such an item around. For this
reason,you have ordered your bodyguard Lunlc to watch the droid and see what the automaton is up to.
Goals: 5ell the power crystal shard for the highest amount of credits. OUtain more shards from the
Candor 6612 protocol droid, or find out more about the droid's purpose on Ord Mynoclc.

Adventure Scenario

blaster pistol
vibro-ax
2 frag grenades

melee weapon

area effect weapon;
5 step radius
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Your services a5 a vodyguard and enforcer have been bought by the antiquities dealer,
Leezoth. Leezoth has ordered you to watch a protocol droid named Candor 6612 as it goes
about its business at Ord Mynock Freeport. Leezoth has told you to pay careful attention to
see if the droid has any more of the ancient power crystal shards it used to pay for its passage here. Your boss also wants to know what the protocol droid is up to.
Goals: Track the protocol aroid Candor 6612 and report on his activities. Determine if the
droid has any more crystal shards.
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Adventure Scenario

You work as a gritty investigator and skip tracer on Ord Mynock. You were hired I:>yComNet
Corporation to locate a being named 5toneheart. For your trouble, you will be paid twenty
thousand credits.

The problem is, where does one start to look in a huge, sprawling place like Ord Mynock
Freeport' You have one slim lead - you learned through an informant that a droid supposedly
owned by 5toneheart has arrived at the Freeport - and its passage here was paid for by an
antiq,uities dealer named Leezoth.
Goals: Locate 5toneheart and turn whatever he/she/it is to ComNet Corporation for
twenty thousand credits. Once the computer is identified. ComNet security force will ol:rtain
the unit and return it to the ComNet Communications Dome for "dissemination."

Adventure Scenario

Many females regard you as a roman'tic. dashing, heroic, and certainly the most channing of individuals: Logan
Erstar. 6aron of Filby. To everyone el~, unfol"'tlJnately. you are an overbearing, good·fo,...nothing. too-good-Iooking·
for-his-own-good, nerfherding rascal.
You grew up in a wond of privilege and like most spoiled children, you had no idea what you had un'til you lost it. The
governing ministers ofyour wond hated royalty and wished for some way todispo5e of it en'tirely. They planted scan·
dal and col'TUption among the royal families. and soon the people grew tired and angry of hearing of it. Dul"'US and
trials followed. and your royal claims and other privileges as the 8aron of Filby were declared void. Exiled from your
ancestral home. you l1ecame a galactic drifter. Eventually,you made your way to Ord Mynock. There isgaml1ling here.
crime lords there. and sneaky off-the·cufftransactionsgoing on almost everywhere.
You always have your eyes on the ladies and sometimes that gets you into trouble. For instance, you recently
wooed the wife of a Moff, and the irate fellow responded by sending bounty hunters to collect youl Luckily you have
friends to help you out of these situation. such as the prettytramp freighter captain, Gillian RaybUl'"5t. You think you
have shaken the bounty huntel'"5 offyour tail, but who can tell?
You ran into an aging protocol droid named Candor 6612 recently. who was l1rought to Ord Mynock by Gillian
Raybul'"5t. Thedroid is a bit naive al10ut the galaJ\Y, but it has a lotof ability and knowledge for such an ancient piece of
eq.uipment. For some insane reason, the droid wants to contact the Rebel Alliance! You had better be careful - a lot
of people seem to want Candor for themselves.
Goals: Avoid the bounty huntel'"5 sent to retrieve your head - sans body. Help Candor 6612 find representatives
of the Rebel Alliance.

Adventure Scenario

Foryou, life is best with credits in your po<;ket, a full flask ofjetjuice underthe seat, and a fat cargo nestled deep in the holds
of your ship. You are ,\ulte proud ofyour freighter, the Sapphire Rayburst, and its reputation as a fast ship.
Despite all appearances, you are not your average hotshot pilot withollt a care in the galaxy. You used to be, until you saw
many of your good friends and their lives turned into ruin - no thanks to the Empire. Every once In a while, you help a lost 50ul
escape its grip. Payback comes in many foms.
After docking at Oro Mynock Freepor-t, you were preparing to move on to your next stop. Suddenly and without warning,
Imperial Cut'toms confiscated yourship - you were under suspicion for smuggling. The Imperialsdid not outright arrest you, but
you know It's only a matter of time before Imperial Customs tracks down the lastrun you made. Officlallyyou were transporting
a masterless protocol drold named Candor 6612 to Ord Mynock Freeport as a sort of favor for an anti,\ui'ties dealer named

Leezoth.
No one has found the secret compartments in the Rayburst yet, the ones crammed full of illegal spice - about 56,000
credits wor-th. Unfortunately, Customs has ordered you to get the Raybul"'5t up to the proper new Imperial specs, and the only
way you can afford to do that lsto sell the spice hereon Ord Mynock. You don't know the local spice market, and to make matter5
worse, Customs Is guarding the ship!
Among yourfriendslsa n.rffian named logan Erstar. A scoundrel with a flair for wagging his tongue, perhaps he could help get
the spice off the ship and sell ft. Unfortunately, that Candor 6612 droid has taken a liking to Erstarand never seems to leave him
alone. The droW wants Erstarto find someone for It. Now there are rumol"'5 a bounty hunter hasl1een sniffing around, looking for
Logan's head. Looks like trouble as usual.
Goals: Getthe spiceolltofthe Sapphire Rayl1ul"'5t to I1ring the ship up to new tmperialspecifications (costlsabollt45,OOO
credits). Help Logan Erstar escape the clutches of a bounty hunter. Find out why Candor 6612, and the people he wants to find,
are 50 im !"tanto

Adventure Scenario

WEAPONS

DAMAGE

AMMO

heavy ~Iaster pistol

5

15

rocketdartlsnare line

4

2 frag grenades

5

2 gas grenades

7

EFFECT
missile weapons:

rocket dart
area effect weapon;
5 step radius
area effect weapon;
10 step radius
(1D6 rounds)

As an Imperial ~ounty hunter, you have an almost ferocious hatred of Re~els. More than
once you have decided to take the commission penalty of delivering them dead rather than
alive, for the simple pleasure of killing the fools.
You have been hired to retrieve a local gambler named Logan Erstar. The gambler apparently angered a local Moff enough to pay your somewhat steep fee of 25,000 credits for a
guaranteed capture. The Moff wants Erstar's head and little else; you are all too willing to
o~lige.

Erstar may have friends helping him, ~ut they look like minor pro~lems. All you have to do is
wait for Erstar to ~e alonejust long enough ....
Goals: Capture Logan Erstar and return his head to the Moff to collect his 25,000 credits.

Adventure Scenario

NAME:

TYPE: 5tormtroopers

CREDITS:
WOUNDS:

EQUIPMENT:

0 0 0 0 0 0

5tormtrooper armor: +1 to 5TR when resisting damage, -1 to DEX and all
related skills (0 already figured in stats).

DEXTERITY: . .

KNOWLEDGE: . .

MECHANICAL: . .

STRENGTH: . .

TECHNICAL: _

I>laster :3"
I>laster: I>laster rifle 4°
I>rawling parry:3°
dodge :3°

PERCEPTION: _

I>rawling :3

WEAPONS
I>laster pistol
vil>ro-l>lade
2 thermal detonators

DAMAGE
4

AMMO

EFFECT

25

5TR+2
10

melee range weapon

1O-step area of
effect

Support Character Cards
The support character cards on this and the next page are for use in the preceding adventure modules. Hand copies of these cards to the players running characters with
stormtrooper or bodyguard support (as listed in the Equipment section of the character
card).
We've included two additional support character cards on pages 85 and 86. You can incorporate them into the adventures contained in this book, or use them in adventures of
your own design.

Adventure Scenario

5Barch3

WEAPONS
heavy I7laster pistol

I7rawling 4

DAMAGE

5

5Bcurity3

AMMO

25

Adventure Scenario

EFFECT
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Special AI1i1itiee:
Scholar. The scholar specialization

allows the character to recognize and

interpret items from the past. especially items written in dead languages
and artifacts.
Foru 5ki1l6: Control 2, sense 2, al-

ter2
Force Powers:
Control: absorb/dissipate energy.

aCC8ferate healing. control pain, reduce
injury, remain con5Ciou5. resist 5tun
Sense: combat uRse.life detection.
Ute sense, receptive telepathy, sense

Force
AJter, InJurelldll. telel<lll65i.

_.

ControIand5ense:lighteal1ercom~at

..

CorttroI. Sense and Alter Powers: affect 'nd

"

Djinn Kylo

Kara Shuba
Special Abilities:

Force Skill.: Control 3 ... n.. 3. al-

ter2
Force Powers:

Control: a~~/dl ••lpate energy.
acceJeratcs healing. control pain, amptirte55. hl~matIontrance. reduce Injury, remain conscious, resist. 5tun
Senae: life d8"tectlon. life sense,

Special A~lIltie.:
Force Skills: Control 1, sense 2. al1:5r 1
Force Powers:
Control: a~~/dls.lpate energy.
accelerate healing. control pain
Sense: Ufedetection,lrfe sense. re~

ceptive telepathy...nse Force
Alter: teleklne.l.

magnify ..n.... receptive 1:5lepathy........ Force
Altar: 1:5l4klne&l.
ControIand ......." Ilghtsawcomb3l;, pn>jeGtIve telepathy
Control and alter: accelerate
another't> healing. COlItr<llanother'.
pain, tnn""" Force
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The Appendix is a sort of grab,~bag collection of caI:ds,'Charts, nametags,and templates
that might come in handy in a Star Wars live-action e'IItent, You have pe~6n to photo. ';.
copy anything from the Appendix for personal use only.'"
On this and the following page are two support character cards you can use in ~ own
adventures. Though both ofthese cards represent groups ofC8DIlon fodder,Youcan also use
these cards to describe individual support Characters as well-like a slicer, co-pilot, and so
on. You'll find a blank template on page 96.
After that you'll find three pages of item cards, from blasters to Star Destroyers - 18
cards in all. There are also blanks so you can make yourown cards.
Note that there are no stats fOJiiihe various landspeeders and spaceships.,Since the LARP
game doe~_not currently incorporate vehicle and space combat rules, the vehitle cards represent transportation resources at the disposal ofcharacters rather than military assets. For ex-

NAME:

TYPE: Stormtraapers

CREDITS:
WOUNDS:

EQUIPMENT:

0 0 0

[!] [!] [i]

Stormtrooper armor: +1 to STR when resisting damage, -1 to DEX and all related skills
(' already figured in stats).

DEXTERITY: . .

KNOWLEDGE: . .

MECHANICAL: . .

STRENGTH: . .

TECHNICAL: . . .

blaster 3blaster: blaster rifle 4vrawling parry 3'
dadge3'

PERCEPTION: _

vrawling 3

WEAPONS

DAMAGE

vlaster pistol
vivra-vlade
2 thermal detonators

4
STR+2

AMMO

EFFECT

25

10

melee rangB weapon
10-step area of

effect
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!

III

PERCEPTION: . .

STRENGTH:

TECHNICAL: , .

search:3

!>rawling4

WEAPONS

DAMAGE

AMMO

5

25

demolitions :3
security:3

s

I
f••

heavy !>Iaster pistol
2 thermal detonators

10

.~

]

L-

EFFECT
10-step area
ofeffeet
--'

ample, a character owning a Y-wing can take himselfand another person to another planet,
whereas a person lacking a spaceship card can't. If you really want to introduce starship
combat into your LARP games, you can easily adapt the Star Wars Roleplaying Game rules
to Live-Action Adventures.
Rounding out the Appendix are several pages of equipment charts, nametags you can
copy and use in your games, and a blank character sheet and character information card.
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ITEM CARD

ITEM CARD

Blaster Pistol

Skill: blaster
Damage Rating: 4

Ammo: 100
Cost: 500 (power
packs: 25)

Blaster Rifle
SkiD: blast£r
Damage Rating: 5
Ammo: 100
Cost: 1,000 (power packs: 25)
Note: Stock and scope add
+1 to skill if one round is
taken to aim.

ITEM CARD

Medpac
An emergency medical
kit used to treat injuries.
Skill: first aid or medicine
Note: See page 67 of
rulebook for medpac
rules.

Fragmentation
Grenade
Skill: grenade or
demolition
Damage Rating: 5
Area of :Effect: 5'
steps

Heayy Blaster Pistol
SlDll: blaster
Damage Rating: 5
Ammo: 25
Cost: 750' (power
packs: 25)

ITEM CARD

Astromech Droid
1attributes and skills are
i.except:

MECHANICAL 2
astrogation 5, starfighter piloting 3, space transports 3
TECBNICAL2
Wounds:l

ITEM CARD

o Landspeeder
Cargo landspeeders are
sturdy but slow craft which
are useful in transporting
goods",or passengers. The
typicaJ cargo landspeeder
can carry-five passengers in
addition to the driver.

--

EM CARD

X-wing Fighter
The Incom T65-B X-wing
is the workhorse of the
Rebel fleet_ Carries one
pilot and an astromech
droid.

Corellian Corvette
The corvette is a versatile
vessel, used for heavy

combat duty, cargo trsosport, sod so on. Carries
up to 600 passengers.

Equlpl1Ient Reference (hart
AvaiJ8bility: Spilcifies where equipment can be found. These codes are general guidelines, and while acCurate,local factors may make some devices illegal or more readily available than this chlitt indicates.
Many ;restri~itemscan be found on the black market if. one is willing to look hard

enough and pay Ilnoljgh money. Som,etimes objects aI'~ sllldolJ;the blac market simply to
avoid paying lavish lfriffs and fees;. other times, the Black'market may be tlie 6my way to
find a ~en object on a planet.

1
2
S
4
F'
R
X

~y a~e throughout th~ Known Galaxy.
Normally available omy in large cities and space ports or on planets of origin.
Spe~d-item, 'Uorm,:,lly omyavailable

on planet of origin.

Rare item, difficult to find anywhere.
Fee or permit required for purchase.
Restricted qnmost planets, and normally may not ~!:>Ought or sold without
appropriate Imperial, New Republic or other relevant license.
megal on most }?lanets. Possession and use often violates Imperial,
New Republic, or local laws except for specially authorized individuals;
penalties may be severe.

Cost: The average cost for that piece of equipment under normal circumstances. Most
.prices reflect tlie general price for an; "average" piece of equipment in that category - as
always, prices vary depending upon brand name, quality of good (if used) and other factors
(e.g., a "stripped" landspeeder is much cheaper than one equipped with lots of frills or
weaponry). Due to local tariffs and taxes> plentiful or scarce availability, or any number of
factors, the price can vary considerably.
Item
Breath Mask
Comlinks (personal)
Comlinks (military)
Comlinks (vehicle)
Datapad
Glowrod
Macrobinoculars
Medpac
Medkit
Recording Rod
Iter::.
First-degree droid
Second-degree droid
Third-degree droid
Fourth-degree droid
Fifth-degree droid
R2 astromech droid

General Equipment
Availability
1
1
2,R
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

Droids
Availability
2
2
2
2
2
2

Adventure Scenario

Cost
50
25
100
300
100
10
100
100
500
30
Cost
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
4,525

tf.rm0i,,/ .
D~

Item .""
Blast lielmel1vest·
Bounty hunter.·armor
Stormtrooper armor .
Scout trooper armor·
Space trooper arnib{~

. :0/+1
-il+~
-1/+2
0./+2
"."27 +3"

Damage R!ltmg
3

Ammo
6

4
4
5
4
5
5
4

50
100
25
25
100
100
100
25
generator
6

Hold-out blaster
Sporting blaster
Blaster pistol
Heavy blaster pistol
Jawa ion droid gun*
Blaster carbine
Blaster rifle
Sporting blaster rifle
Light repeating blaster
Heavy repeating blaster
Wookiee bowcaster
(not sold to non·Wookiees)

6
8
4

306/?QO
. 2;500·

r

2; R
X
. X'
n X"

Energy Weapons
Item

Cost

Availabili~
. 1 · ~

not for jla!e
• 4Jlot for sale
not for'sale'

..

Availability

Cost

2,RorX
I,F
I,F, RorX
2,RorX
3
1,2, F, RorX
2,X
2,R
2,X
2,X
3,R

275
350
500
750
400
900
1,000
900
2,000
5,000
900

* Affects droids, computers, and electronics only. If the damage result is higher,
target is disabled for ID6 combat rounds.

Adventure Scenario

Item
Knife
Vlbroblade
Vlbroaxe
Force pike
Lightsaber

Item

Melee Weapons
Damage Rating
Availability
STR+1
1
2,F
STR+2
STR+3
2,R
STR+2
1,2
5
4,X
Explosives
DR (Area of Effect)
Availability

Fragmentation
grenade
Concussion
grenade
Demp grenade*
Stun grenade**
Thermal detonator
Mine (anti-personnel)
Mine (anti-vehicle)

Cost
25
250
500
200

Cost

5 (5)

1, R

200

6 (6)

2,R
3,4 or R
l,R
2,X
2,X
2,X

400
600
200
2,000
750
900

10 (10)
5 (5)
10 (10)
7 (7)
5 (5)

• Affects droids, computers, and electronics only. If the damage result is higher,
target is dissbled for ID6 combat rounds.
'!loll Refer to "Stun Damage" on page 64 of Star Wars: Live Action Adventures.

Storshlps
Availability
2, RorX
2,R

Item
Starfighter
Corellian Corvette
Stock YT-lOOO Transport

2, F

Stock Ghtroc Freighter

3,F

Sienar Ships Lone Scout

2,F

Cost
150,000+
3.5 million (new)
1.5 million (used)
100,000 (new)
25,000 (used)
98,500 (new)
23,000 (used)
125,000 (new)
30,000 (used)

Miscelloneous Items
Availability

Item
Vaccsuit
Powersuit (salvage operations)
Thincord
Light repair kit
Droid general repair kit
Lockpick tools
Portable computer terminal
Lifeform sensor
Droid detector (wall-mounted)
Droid restraining bolt
Droid readable memory chip
(depends on model)
Astrogation map plug-in
Sabacc dealer droid

3, R
1,2
2,3
2, R
R,X
2,R
3,F,R
2,3
2,F
3,X

Cost
500
2000
10 per 20 meters
50
350
500
1700
150
250
100
250 each

3, F,X
3

500-1000
3750

2
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Item
Modest, daily clothing
Expensive clothing
Unique clothing·
Military surplus unifonn
Thol belt
Survival clothing
Survival shelter
Inexpensive lodging
Moderate lodging
Expensive hotel
The Emperor's Suite

Item

Provisions
Availability
Cost
1,2
10-20 per item
40-100 per item
2
3
200-1000 per item
15 per item
2,3
20
1,2
1,2
40 per item
1,2
100
1,2,3
20-50 per night
1,2,3
70-150 per night
2,3
175-250 per night
500 per night
2
Food ond Drink
Availability
1
2,3
1,2
1,2
1,2, F
1,2,ForX

Foo<l(inexpensive meal)
Food (exclusive restaurant)
Survival rations
Water filtration kit
Utoz (commercial alcohol)
Lum (distilled beverage)

Cost
5-10 per person
30-60 per person
5 (one meal)
45

5
8

Transportation Services
The costs in this chart are based on most commercially-developed or popular travel worlds.
Costs may vary due to availability, fees, and the general state of commerce in the region
(since open hostilities tends to upset trade balances and markets).
Service
Droid message courier Oocal)
Droid message vessel (hyperspace)
Urban taxi speeder ride
Commercial transport or transit
(surface or water based)
Rent-a-Speeder
Global surface transit
Intersystem space transport
Hyperspace travel to local system
Long distance hyperspace travel
(depends on owner of spacecraft)
Luxury hyperspace travel (lst class)

Availability
2,3
2
2
2

Cost
25
500
3 perkm
1-2 per station

2,3
2,3
1,2
1,2

250 per day
20-100
150-450
500-1000

2,3

25,000
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